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A// dressed up and proud as pea
cocks in their gay new dresses
from Foye’s

Foye’s children’s shop sets the pace for
the “youngster set” with its new fall
lines of children’s fashions. Full skirts,
fitted bodice, pique accents, pert little
colors and capped sleeve — each plays
an important role in “ school girl” size
fashions for fall fifty-two.
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Only car
with a modem, new,

f------------------------- >

overhead valve six!

Only c a r

withV-8 power!
J
Mow? IIO-h.p.
High-Compression
Strato -Star
V -8

NEW CAR

MOt-h.p.
High-Compression
Mileage Maker
Six

in its field!

'H B 3 E ©

Only

car with a curved one-piece
windshield!

Only

car with so many body, color,
and upholstery combinations!

Only

car with Center-Fill Fueling!

Youcan pay

Fordomatic, Overdrive, white sidewoll tires
optional at extra cost. Equipment, accessories
and trim subject to change without iv ‘ice.

MORE
but you carit buy

BETTER!

Otily car with
Power-Pivot Clutch ahd
Brake Pedals!

Otily car w ith

° * * » y car with
choice of 3 drives
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• FORDOMATIC

Station W agons

• OVERDRIVE
• C O NVENTIO NAL

A ONLY CAR WITH SUCH A

a

MULTITUDE OF FINE-CAR FEATURES!...Come in and "TEST DRIVE” it Today!
DEWHIRST MOTOR SALES
Dover', N. H.

BROOKS MOTOR SALES, INC.
Portsmouth, N. H.
2

OGUNQUIT GARAGE
Ogunquit, Maine

IPSWICH MOTOR CO.
Ipswich, Mass.

PERKINS MOTOR SALES
York, Maine

HAMPTON CENTER GARAGE, INC.
Hampton, N. H.
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LITTLE STORE IN A BARN
Four Floors of Beautiful Furniture from Top Line Manufacturers
And All At Such Wonderful Savings

Walton Road

ADAMS & CHASE
Tel. 1426-W5
Seabrook, N. H.

Here’s how to locate our store
Go to the Smithtown Traffic Circle on Route 1 — Look for our sign
Opposite Howard Johnson’s at Smithtown Post Office

PHILCO
TELEVISION

It’s Philco for ’52 . . . the leader of the television industry
in value and performance . . . hailed everywhere as the
fastest selling, most sought after TV set in America!
Special shipment just arrived.. .come in—wide selection
of new models now available for immediate delivery.

Console Value Leader
Just out—Philco 1852 with “ No
Glare” 150 sq. inch picture and
new UHF-VHF Built-In Aerial.

$269.95

MANY OTHER NEW
PHILCO MODELS WITH
21” - 20” - 17”
Picture tubes
Priced as low as $199.95

I r-~j CD CD >=? c=> o

IN T E R S T A T E
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CD

H IG H W A Y PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
T e l. 6 8 5

Fed. Tax and Warranty Included!
AUGUST,
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A Written Guarantee
TIM KEN

W ALL-FLAME

O IL

BURNER

Will Reduce Your Fuel Oil Bills

by

25%

Or Your Money Back

Get the complete story now on the
TIMKEN SILENT OIL BURNERS
Any way you look at it . . . you’re sure to win! We’ll
replace your present oil burner with a NEW Timken
Wall-Flame and guarantee fuel oil savings of at least
25 percent. And we back it up with a written guarantee.
If we don’t reduce your fuel oil bills by 25 percent . . .
you lose nothing . . . you get your money back, and we
re-install your old burner — all at no cost to you.
Could anything be fairer!

LORD & KEENAN
45 Broadway

Telephone Dover 1122

The V ari-Christie

HAMPTON
PLAYHOUSE
On Winnacunnet Road
An All Equity Company

FALL TERM
Accounting
Program
Day School - Sept. 8th.
Night School - Sept. 15th.

M cIn t o s h
COLLEGE

Presents
AUG. 4 - 9

“ Tobacco Road”

Myrtle & Orchard Streets
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 889

to the

One Fault
Dear Editor,
Enclosed you will find a check for renewal of my
subscription to your wonderful magazine. Ever since the
first issue of your magazine, I have meant to write and
tell you what a good job you people are doing.
The shoreline area is “ home” to my parents and me,
although we’ve lived in Connecticut for a long time. My
father’s home was in West Newbury, Mass. — my mother
comes from E xeter------- 1 was born in Newburyport — so
you can see that we really are “ Shoreliners” . Spending
almost all our summers in Hampton and Exeter has helped
to keep us New-Hampshire-Minded, too.
We’re charter members of your “ admiration society”
— from the very first issue of the SHORELINER, you
caught our eye. It’s been truly wonderful to read each copy
of your magazine — especially in the middle of the winter,
when it seems as if it will never be time to put our little
Salisbury skiff in the Hampton River! You’ve helped us to
keep remembering that summer does come, if we’ll just be
patient. The pictures and stories of people and places that
we know — and those that we’d like to know — have all
been presented in an interesting fashion. There’s just one
fault that the Baileys have to find — you make us a little
homesick!
Many thanks from all of us for a well-done job — and
all best wishes for a bright, successful future.
Sincerely,
Helen Carlisle Bailey
50 Niles Street
Hartford, Connecticut
Has Every Issue
Dear Editor,
I have every copy of the SHORELINER from the
first one published and often have occasion to refer to the
back copies.
With best wishes for continued success.
Sincerely,
(Mrs. John E.) Mary M. Gilday
15 Belmont Street
Amesbury, Massachusetts

------------- Lamprey Brothers------------North Hampton, N. H.

Telephone Rye Beach 133

FAMOUS READING ANTHRACITE
Trade Marked with Red Spots for Your Protection

JENNEY QUALITY HEATING OILS
COKE — WOOD — ICE — GOOD SERVICE

AUG. 11 - 16

“ Come Back
Little Sheba”
AUG. 18 - 23

“ The Curious
Savage”
AUG. 25 - 30

“ The Drunkard”
(a musical version)

Whittier
M ill
ANNEX

W ASMACCO MILK
Produced on Rockingham County’s Finest Farms
Processed in Haverhill’s Most Modern Dairy
Haverhill — Merrimac — Amesbury — Newburyport —
Plum Island — Salisbury and Hampton Beaches —
Exeter and Southern New Hampshire.

HOUSE

For Problem Drinkers

Always Free Parking!
CURTAIN TIME 8:40
For

Reservations

Phone

Hampton 2146

BOX 1
AMESBURY,
TELEPHONE

M ASS.
831

H-M ac DOHMDCQ

Information on Request
H A V E R H IL L

4

MASS.
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Portsmouth — 1877
Dear Editor,
In reading your May SHORELINER, which we all
like very much, I found an error about the stores in Ports
mouth in the article “ Portsmouth - - 1877,” written by
Edith Brewster.
She says H. B. Buzzell & Son (they were my grand
father and uncle), had their store on Pleasant Street. Their
store was on Congress Street, directly across from the
North Church, so called at that time, where Foye’s store
is now. Next was Wendall’s hardware store, then came
a restaurant.
Grandfather’s store was always on Congress Street
until he sold out after his son died. They lived on Cabot
Street nearly opposite the school house. My uncle, Charles
Buzzell, was the head teacher at the Hanover School until
his health failed, then he went into the store with his
father. He also was the Superintendent at the Court Street
Christian Church for twelve years.
There is so much that comes to my mind since the
city has changed a lot in the past seventy years. I went there
when I was ten years old, and am now going on eighty-one.
Mrs. C. E. Gerrish
R. D. 2
Dover, New Hampshire
* The above letter was turned over to our Miss
Brewster who in turn wrote as follows:
“ It was nice of Mrs. Gerrish to have the interest
to check up on us. I, too, recall H. B. Buzzell & Son on
Congress Street, but since our article was picturing the
period of 1877, we took the word of the Portsmouth Direct
ory of that year. H. B. Buzzell & Son advertised in that
volume as doing business at 12 (formerly 14) Pleasant
Street.”

We suggest you open a thrift account for your youngsters, today.

P IS C A T A Q U A SA V IN G S BANK
P O R T S M O U T H

Doesn’t Want To Miss A Copy
Dear Editor,
Enclosed is my check for a year’s subscription. I
have been buying at random from newsstands, but now I
want to be assured of each copy.
I find your magazine most interesting, particularly
the articles of historical interest.
(Mrs. Charles A.) Elizabeth Thompson
278 Main Street
Newbury, Mass.

NASH . . . THE FIRST AMERICAN CAR STYLED
by

mm

cTr

.

<Fsarma

COLEM AN NASH CO.
228 Islington

IN C O R P O R A T E D
Street
Portsmouth,

1952

H a m p s h ir e

T IM E . . .
T R O U B L E ..
M O N E Y .............

Pay by BANK Money Order!
Bank money orders cost less . . . the
cashed money order is proof of payment.
(Available up to $100.)

ripCT

n a t io n a l

I

of Portsmouth, N. H.

I 8\ 3

I

bank

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
N.

H.
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ONE STOP

Save every day in every way at PIC-N-PAY

SHOPPING

“Portsmouth’s most courteous food market”

CENTER

Free Parking for hundreds of Cars
5

-The Shoreliner Directory
A Busi ness
For

Directory

Rat es C a l l

of S h o r e l i n e

Shoreliner

Advertising

Portsmouth

FURNITURE
SAM’S USED FURNITURE SHOP
Furniture and Antiques
Bought and Sold
67 Bow Street
Ports. 4241-J

GIFT SHOPS

JEWELRY

SALTAIRE KENNELS
Tel. 24-M4

Route 1

BOATS

MOWERS

Hire the 43 ft. Wild Goose
Pleasure and Fishing Parties
Minimum Rate — $10 per hr.

PRITCHARD’S

MAROLEN KENNELS
Expert Trimming and Conditioning
19 ft. Sail Boat For Rent
Handling Show Dogs
JACK SWEETSER
833 Lafayette Rd., Hampton, N. H.
New Castle, N. H.
Tel. 2844-R
Telephone 2377

SHORE ★ TOW N ★
Classified

Advertising

50 words minimum

8c

per word

insertion per month

10th of the

Preceeding

Month

(Subsitutions may be made through the 15th)

GREENLAND-STRATHAM, N. H.
— 120 acre farm, less cattle and
equipment, $20,000. All improve
ments except central heating. Land
on both sides of the highway. Ex
cellent for farming or commercial
development. Would toe perfect
guest house location. Owner’s ill
ness reason for selling. JOHN N.
MacINNES, Realtor, 40 Front St.,
Exeter, N. H. Phone 3131.

PHILBRICK AGENCY, REAL ES
TATE — Summer rentals, apprai
sals, year-round properties for sale,
$7,500 up, in York, York Beach,
York Harbor, Wells, South Ber
wick, and Dover, N. H. For these
properties and insurance of all
kinds, see Priscilla D. Millard,
Philbrick Agency, Lancaster Block,
York Harbor, Me. Telephone 344
(Office); Nights 507-M (Mrs. Mil
lard); 398 (Mr. Philbrick).

OGUNQUIT, MAINE — Summer
rentals — houses and cottages in
and around Ogunquit. For addition
al information, write or call GER
TRUDE H. LORD, Real Estate
Sales and General Insurance, 22
School Street, Ogunquit, Maine.
Tel. Wells 155.

COOK AGENCY — See us for res
taurants, stores, garages, summer
and year ’round properties, south
ern Maine and New Hampshire.
List with us — See us before you
buy. The Cook Agency, Kittery,
Maine. Est. 1925. Phone Kittery 58.

PLUM ISLAND — Cottages for
sale and for rent: Sale listings
from $1,000. Rentals by the week,
month, or season. Many to choose
from. Apply: SHEA, South Boule
vard, Plum Island, Newbury, Mass.
Tel. Newburyport 595-MI.
6

MOWER EXCHANGE
Power and Hand Lawn Mowers
Motor Work
Garden Tractors
Precision Sharpening
34 High Road, Newburyport, Mass.
Tel. Newburyport 2753

COUNTRY

SPE C IA L R A TE FOR BROKERS
Deadline —

KING’S JEWELRY
Central Avenue
Your exclusive center for
Kensington Ware, Imperial
Glassware and many other
nationally-famous gift items.

24 Merrimac Street
.Newburyport. Mass.

ROBERT GORMAN

Rates for

Gift Headquarters in Dover

YE OLDE GIFT SHOPPE

Wells, Me.

AKC Licensed Handler
Member Professional Handlers
Association

4125

FLOWERS

THE ANCHORAGE
Books - Greeting Cards - Gifts
Lending Library
191 Congress St.
Ports., N. K.

Boarding
Trimming
Clean
Reliable
Individual Care

Department

MEADER’S FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for every occasion
10 Third Street
Dover, N. H.
Phone 158

ANIMAL CARE
Woodbury Animal Hospital
290 Woodbury Avenue
Tel. 101
Portsmouth, N. H
L. A. TRUDEL D.V.M.

Services

JOHN N. MacINNES, Realtor —
Lee, N. H. — 8 room Georgian type
dwelling with all improvements.
10 acres of land near New Hamp
shire University. Price reduced to
$11,500. Newmarket, N. H. JOHN
N. MacINNES, 40 Front Street,
Exeter, N. H. Tel. 3131.

RESTAURANTS
WINER’S
New
Lunches
78 Fleet St.

DELICATESSEN
York Style
and Takeouts
Tel. Portsmouth 304

SEWING MACHINES
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
“ Known The World Over”
Sales -— Service
Singer Vacuum Cleaners
SINGER SEWING CENTER
Portsmouth Tel. 574 61 Market St.
Dover Tel. 1856 499 Cent. Ave.
Use The
SHORELINER
DIRECTORY
For Direct Results

Properties handled by local Firms

Excellent Summer Cottage
Desirable location on Piscataqua
river, fully furnished and equipped,
screened porch, two bedrooms,
bath, living room with fireplace,
dining room, kitchen, electric re
frigerator, comlbination electric and
oil range, two wells, electric pump,
large adjoining lot, garage stall.
Address P. O. Box 807, Portsmouth,
N. H.

PLUM ISLAND BEACH — For
sale or lease — SNACK BAR and
six room well-furnished home.
Stucco. Steel sash windows. Fully
equipped combination delicatessen
and grocery bar. Price $22,000.
This could be leased for season —
$1,500 for bar, $500 for home. Also
extensive listings in Newbury,
Newburyport, Rowley, and Plum
Island. PHILLIPS REAL ESTATE,
Plum Island. Box 463, Newburyport.
WE HAVE SEVERAL old homes Phone 343-W.
listed in Newburyport and Rowley.
For the finest selection of choice
dwellings call CHASE AND LUNT, SEVEN ROOM DWELLING on
Real Estate and Insurance, 40 highway, near famous Calef’s Store.
Pleasant Street, Newburyport. Tel. All modern improvements, plus a
large screened porch for outdoor
163.
comfort. About 3 acres of land, in
cluding a building suitable for
DURHAM POINT, N. H. On shores workshop, garage or country store.
of beautiful Great Bay, surrounded Completely furnished including
by 3 acres of woodland, a delight television set, for $9,850, or un
ful summer residence of 5 spacious furnished $8,850. DAN NINDE,
rooms, furnished. Large living room REALTOR, Durham, N. H. Tel. 456
with casement picture-window and or 464W.
fine fireplace. Completely equipped
General Electric kitchen. Modern
bath and shower. Open screened OLD COLONIAL .NEAR NEW
porch down; closed-in screened BURYPORT — With 6 acres of
porch up. Entire house furnished land, garage and small barn and
in knotty pine. Forced warm air workshop. Dwelling has six rooms,
heat to every room. Two car gar modern bath, forced hot water heat,
age. 1050 feet of shore front. Lovely modernized kitchen, 4 fireplaces,
water views on three sides. Sailing, old panelling, front door with genu
swimming, and fishing. Must be ine old “ Bull’s Eyes’’ and old “pul
seen to be appreciated. For further pit”
staircase.
Price
$16,000.
details write to Dr. M. BAKER, CLAUDE E. BRIGGS, 21 Pleasant
COLONY COVE, Durham Point, St., Newburyport, Mass. Tel. 1680N. H.
W; 1474-W.
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Page

Events of Other Summers by Ruth M. Hill

14

P lu i -Pe.n.4.aaaliq.ed Sesutice

Old Fashioned Picnics, Country Style

O u n . tf-a / u tth
Ipswich Seventeenth Century Day
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17

North Shore Town Recalls Historic Past

Isles of Romance by H. Addington Bruce

33

Isles of Shoals — Former Outpost of the New World

Alles 1st Gut! by Dorothy Dean Holman

38

German Refugees Find New Life In Hampton

Memories and Legends of Old Cape Neddick

Summer visitors as well as “ year ’rounders” will always
enjoy the matchless quality of these fine Badger
products:
MILK
CREAM
BUTTER MILK

BUTTER - EGGS - BACON
COTTAGE CHEESE
ICE CREAM

42
For delivery to your door call:

Part V of the Memoirs of Ralph Winn

44

Open House In Eliot

BADGER FARMS

CREAMERIES

Maine's Oldest Settlement Welcomes Visitors
Newburyport, Mass.
16 Middle St., Tel. 495

—

Portsmouth, N. H.
160 Bow St., Tel. 1880

PHOTO FEATURE
9

Who Says It’s Too Hot?
Cool Off With the Story of Last Winter’s Ice Harvest!

DEPARTMENTS
Letters to the Editor
Calendar of Summer Events

The whole family will enjoy delicious McIntosh
Apples fresh from one of the country’s most
famous apple orchards.
SOLD IN

VISITORS

ANY QUANTITY

WELCOME

4 and 5
25 to 28, 48

Shoreline Bookshelf

29

Photo Contest

37

All About Birds by Irma Adams Werner

40

Sales at Packing House — August loth to April 30th

cJlpplec>iest
HAMPTON FALLS

( hcha’id
NEW HAMPSHIRE

T H IS M O N T H S C O V E R
S O M E W H E R E in the memory of
every former farm or village boy is
the picture of humid summer days
spent cooling off in the “ol’ swimmin’ hole,” unencumbered by adult
restrictions, pesky girls, or, of
course, bathing suits. The young
sters on our cover posed “ sans
suits” for photographer Douglas
Armsden at the Portsmouth YMCA’s Camp Gundalow in Green
land . . . but immediately after the
shutter clicked, on went the bath
ing trunks . . . Alas . . . an era has
.ended!
PHOTO CREDITS: Cover, Cape Neddick River, by Douglas Armsden. Ice Harvest
by David Johnson. Ipswich pictures by Herndon and Ipswich Committee. Isles of
Shoals, Courtesy The Star Island Headquarters. Schmidt family, Courtesy Gerhart
Schmidt. Boone Island Light, courtesy Mr. Charles Williams. Ruth Hill story,
Courtesy New Hampshire Planning and Development Commission.

AUGUST,
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FALL TERM
Secretarial
Program
Day School - Sept. 8th.
Night School - Sept. 15th.

McINTOSH
COLLEGE
Myrtle & Orchard Streets
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 889

Currently Featured at

JOE “JERK” DORIS

THE OASIS CLUB
Chinese & American Foods
Bridge Road, Salisbury, Mass.

7

w hen COOLER, LIGHTWEIGHT

PALM B E A C H* S U I T S
w ill do the trick right now!
There are still plenty of "hot ones" left, so why not beat the weather and high
prices with a wonderful fitting, smartly tailored, lightweight Palm Beach suit or two. They add so much
to your appearance . . . are cool, smooth-feeling, comfortable beyond belief.
Palm Beach suits hang out wrinkles overnight . . . are washable,
too, in the popular unlined models. And it doesn’t matter if you like ’em solid or patterned
. . . light or dark . . . you’ll find selection is tops, at your favorite clothing or department store.

America’s Greatest Summer Suit Value at

*9095
Palm Beach Luxury Lined, .$35.95

Palm Beach Slacks, $10.95

Palm Beach Sport Coats, $23.95

Best Selections N O W . . . At Your Favorite Clothing or Department Store

,

Palm Beach Com pany Cincinnati 2, Ohio
(Subsidiary of: Goodall-Sanford, Inc., Sanford, Maine
♦Reg. T. M. Goodall-Sanford, Inc. Mohair, Rayon, Acetate and Nylon.

8

All prices refer to areas where valid fair trade legislation is in effect.

THE SHORELINER

Who Says Ies Too H ot?

A V I E W OF T H E C U T T I N G A R EA where Badger-Rand men go into action on the ice harvest. Two power ice saws can be seen far in the back
ground. After the ice has been cut the Mocks are floated toward a chain conveyor where they are “ switched” into one of the four buildings
and stacked by a skillful crew that works in close co-operation.

One of the strange idiosyncracies about the New
England personality, which has led to many puzzled com
ments by outside observers, is what appears to be an almost
continual dissatisfaction with the weather.
There are times, it seems, when the heat, the cold,
the sun and the drought constitute a dyed-in-the-wool
Yankee’s only conversation. While native Shoreline resi
dents wouldn’t exchange their habitat’s climate for any
other, it’s a well known fact that they’re most content with
it when complaining a little. This enigma led Missouri’s
Mark Twain to speak some of his most-quoted phrases,
including the famed, “ If you don’t like New England weather
just wait a minute,” and his remark during a Boston heat
wave, “ Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody
does anything about it!”
In reply to Mr. Twain, the SHORELINER, during
one of last winter’s most severe cold snaps, decided to
AUGUST,

1952

preserve a little of the ten-below-zero weather for pre
sentation during August’s sultry dog days. Thereby readers
might gain some cool comfort through remembering the
frigid blasts about which they say, “ I wish we could have
a little of last winter right now!” With this in mind, and
through the cooperation of the Badger-Rand Company’s
Mr. Paul Badger, the following picture story was compiled.
It shows the ice harvesting operations at that firm’s
Rockingham Avenue, Portsmouth plant, and is guaranteed
to send a cooling shiver down the spine of the most heated
observer.
To receive the full value of this prescription for
enjoying ninety-degree-plus temperatures, we recommend
that you pour a tall glass of lemonade, roll out the lawn
chair, loosen your collar, take off your shoes and settle
down to really cool off with this reminiscent view of one
frosty day when the thermometer was mighty low and the
wind equally high.
9

EACH OF T H E FOUR buildings in
this picture holds 800 tons of ice,
some of which is more than three
years old. The ten-inch walls filled
with sawdust and the hay that is
piled on top of the ice make up the
insulation responsible for the long
life of the ice. Even in the heat of
summer there is very little waste
due to melting.

A K U R T Z motorized plow cuts the
wide 42-inch grooves in the ice as
Charles Scammon of Stratham,
N. H., guides it. Paul Badger of the
Badger-Rand Corporation can be
seen directly in back of Mr. Scam
mon.

H O W A R D L A N G T O N (at the ex
treme left) of Portsmouth is shown
calking ice that has been sawed to
prevent water from getting into
the crevices and freezing again.
Lynwood Teague of Brentwood as
sists Lawrence Ellis of York Beach,
Maine, as they move the saw for
ward.

You really owe it to
yourself
and to the Patient
to consider

tSMount fflu>ial
when you have
someone who needs
professional care

iSMouni

ural

NURSING HOME
Corner of
Toppans Lane & Highland
Newburyport, Mass.
Opposite America’s Most
Beautiful High School

10
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New Automatic Defrosting

GORDON L E Y D E N “ switches” an ice block into one of the storage

buildings at the Rockingham Avenue plant. Switching and stacking
the ice inside the buildings requires quick movement to prevent ice
jamming up on the runway. Only three winters since 1924 have been
too mild to provide an ice harvest.

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER

Refrigerators... Freezers
Whether it’s midnight snacks you want or
quantities of food for a big dinner party,
International Harvester’s “ top-of-the-line”
1952 model will hold all the food you need.
This big refrigerator has a new system of
automatic defrosting, a soft green interior,
cold-to-the-floor refrigeration, a 50-pound
freezer, two stain-resistant porcelain crispers, four shelves in the door, a butter com
partment with separate temperature control
and a 10.8-pound meat drawer.

Easy

Financing

as low as 10% down
with 24 months to pay

F.

W ILBUR

Lafayette Road
A R T H U R BOUR DEAU is assisted by Walter Parents (at the right) as
he feeds the chain conveyer. Although the demand for natural ice has
fallen off since 1924, when Badger-Rand took over the business, the
demand is approximately the same for the Badger-Rand Corporation
since its competitors have dropped out of the ice business.

AUGUST,

1952

JEWELL
Hampton, N. H.

Telephone Hampton 470
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WHEN
TO START
PIANO
LESSONS

Start when he is eager for it! There are many
signs. He begins to sing melodies. . . he tries to pick
out tunes on a neighbor's piano or he is impressed
by an older child's performance. This is when he
is interested.
The ability to make music and enjoy it will
have a good effect on your child all through his life.

MAY

WE HELP Y O U

FI ND

THE P I A N O

W A L T E R PA R E N T S , A R T H U R B O UR DEAU . and Arthur Sparrow
move the blocks of ice toward the chain conveyer. This type of work
is one calling for a true love of the outdoors, and those sensitive to
the cold had better remain close to the fireplace at home.

OF HIS CHOICE

__ ^

(% itsette)

OLDEST NAME IN SPINET PIANOS

MUSETTE pianos . . . known

We carry a complete line of beautiful

for resonant tone and

new MUSETTE Pianos by Winter & Co

fashioned beauty.

the original style piano of the industry

STOP

I N.

SEE

OUR

LATEST

STYLES.

FREE fo r yo ur g u i d a n c e come in fo r a copy of
" G i v e Your Child Music."

LOTHROP

company

IN C O R P O R A T E D

79 Years on Dover’s Upper Square
Dover

Telephone 320

New Hampshire
T H E C H A IN C O N V E Y E R at the Badger-Rand plant is capable of
transporting blocks of ice weighing from 400 to 500 pounds from the
water to one of the buildings in the background at the rate of eight
een a minute.
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F RED P E L O Q U IN (at the right) uses a long pick to prevent Carl Anderson from drifting away as the latter splits the small iceberg on which
he is standing. Paul Badger is guiding another section of blocks toward the camera.

SUPER
MARKET

Known for Quality
fam ous for Vanue:
PRE-PA CKA GED M E A T D E P A R T M E N T
P RE-PA CKA G ED PRO DU CE D E P A R T M E N T
G IA N T F RO ZEN

FOODS and D A IR Y S ECT IO N

ONE OF T H E A R E A ’S L A R G EST FOOD M A R K E T S

Now Air-Conditioned for your Shopping Convenience

P L E N T Y OF F R EE, C O N V E N IE N T P A R K IN G

Store hours:

Mon., Tues., Wed. 8 a. m. til 6 p. m.

Thurs., Fri., Sat. 8 a. m. til 9 p. m.
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E v e n ts o r O th e r

By Ruth M. Hill

The summer that the Russian-Japanese peace con
ference was held at the Wentworth Hotel in New Castle,
N. H. was quite exciting even to us living inland on our Sad
dleback Mountain farm. With a glass we could see the top of
the hotel from our mountain. If it was a clear day and the
sun was just right, you could glimpse the roof with the
naked eye, but with a glass it was seen plainly, especially if
you climbed up the mountain a little way to the Great
Ledge. The long coastline horizon view made it seem that
you were seeing far beyond the hotel, to the distant lands
from whence the envoys had come.
In the old geographies there were pictures of Rus
sian sleighs, with three horses abreast, and of fierce looking
Cossacks in long great-coats and strange tall hats, and
there was a picture of the Winter Palace of the Czar. The
conference was held in August, so of course the Russians
wouldn’t have come in a sleigh or a great-coat, but those
pictures were vivid in my mind.
In my Uncle Martin’s delightful garden there was a
mulberry tree. His place was on the south-easterly slope of
the mountain, beyond grandfather’s pasture woodlot. The
tree stood at the edge of the garden, close by the driveway
14

gate, large, well shaped and round, with an abundance of
large, dark green leaves. In late summer it bore delicious
dark purple fruit that resembled blackberries. I loved to
stand and eat the fruit from the low branches. While I feast
ed, I imagined that the tree was full of silkworms devouring
the leaves, which also must have been delicious if they were
as sweet as the berries. But I pictured the worms as tiny
Japanese people, in gay-colored silk mandarin coats and
flowered kimonas. I did wish they would peep out at me
from the dense shadows of the leaves. I thought of the
Japanese envoys at the conference in terms of gay silks —
and of that mulberry tree.
That summer — or soon after — ladies added ki
monas to their wardrobes, some of our summer boarders
had them. The garments, as made, were similar to what New
Englanders had worn for years and called “ wrappers,” but
the new name was delightful. Also “ kimona sleeves” be
came the vogue, replacing the English-named “ leg-o’-mutton,” a scullery-sounding term as compared with kimona. A
picture of doll-like Japanese ladies with wide silk sashes
and chrysanthemums in their smoothly combed, high piled
hair graced every home.
THE SHORELINER

At our town — Northwood, N. H. — during that
summer of the peace conference there was an Old Home
Day celebration in mid-August. These celebrations were
held every summer for a number of years at that time. They
took place at the Center, on the shore of beautiful Northwood Lake, and everyone in town came.
Those were horse-and-buggy days; families arrived
in surreys, buggies, and two-seated democrat wagons. This
particular year the celebration started on a lovely summer
morning, with wisps of mist over the lowlands that soon
vanished in the hot sun. Everyone was up early, the farm
chores hurried through, the lunch packed, and we all felt
very gay in starched, white dresses and new hair-ribbons
as we rode down the long mountain hill, over the cross road
that was called The Great Hills, then up the Turnpike along
with the many other wagons and buggies filled with picnic
goers. By ten o’clock everyone had arrived. Horses were
tethered in shade along the woodsy path to the lake shore,
or under trees in neighborly dooryards around the Center.
In the forenoon there were games on the wide, slop
ing lawn beside the Academy building: a bag race, a pota
to race, a greased pig race, and a contest to climb a greased
pole. The crowd stood around in a big circle, and there was
much laughter and shouting to urge on the contestants.
While the August sun, high toward noon, shone down hot
ter and hotter, folks began strolling down the cool, shady
path to The Island, hardly waiting for prizes to be awarded.
This Island was for many years a delightful and pop
ular picnic ground. It was close to the shore; you went down
a woodsy path beside a white church and there was a little
neck of land, just wide enough for a wagon path, that con
nected with the mainland. It was a short walk. The Island
was then covered with tall, old pines, and the ground was
carpeted thick with dry, brown pineneedles, delightful to
sit on. There were gray rocks, too, and, bulging tree

You buy Palm Beach Suits to advan
tage at Thayer Diggery’s in Sanford,
Maine, Home of the Palm Beach Mills.
Complete stocks afford you satisfac
tory selections . . . skilled personnel
assure you correct styling and fit.

S a n fo r d ,

Home or

thb

politi

bbrch

'H Tjaine

h u lls

A IR C O N D IT IO N E D F O R Y O U R
D IN IN G C O M F O R T

U)hcre Route One meets Route I
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roots. All around the water of the lake lapped against the
shore with a soft swishing sound, bright sparkles dancing
on the off-shore ripples. The high tops of the pines sighed
softly, whispering together, and there was the sweet fresh
smell of the sun-warmed pines and of the cool lake water.
It was fun to explore along the shore, jumping cau
tiously from stone to tree root, and stooping carefully to
reach into the cool, lapping water for a wet pebble; to fall
in while wearing one’s best white dress would have been a
catastrophe. On the open-lake side there was a large secured
floating raft. It was made of planks laid on empty barrels,
and bobbed up and down on the rippling water. If you turned
your back to the shore, you could imagine yourself taking
quite a thrilling voyage.

Built in the early 1600’s, over-looking the beautiful
Atlantic, you’ll be delighted with the Colonial at
mosphere, the fine home-cooked food, the gracious
cordiality of a true Colonial Inn.

The Cellar
A unique Cocktail Room
York Harbor, Maine

For Reservations: York 5200

At noon there was the picnic, lunch baskets brought
from the buggies and surreys, and groups of families and
friends around cloths spread on the pine needle or moss car
pet. We always ate with a family by the name of McKenzie,
who were special friends of Mother and Father. There
would be a brown pot of baked red kidney beans in the
center of the cloth, and a cold roast chicken, homemade
bread and butter, a chocolate frosted Washington cream pie,
maybe a tartly delicious green-apple pie, and always lemon
ade and bananas. And there would be a gray squirrel, tail
fluffed and eyes bright, venturing down the tall trunk of a
nearby pine in quest of crumbs.
In the afternoon the band would play. Northwood
had a town band in those years. It played for the Memorial
Day parade, for the Civil War veterans to march in their
blue uniforms, and it played on the Fourth of July, and
for the Old Home Day picnics. Where a slope formed a
small amphitheater on the Island a semicircle of benches
had been constructed. These were quickly filled by about
half the crow d; the remainder seating themselves on rocks
and on the ground. For after the band had finished playing
there was always a speaker, and that day he was the Rev.
Mr. Kelsey.
Mr. Kelsey was truly a gentleman of the old school.
Charmingly wonderful that “ school” must have been. We
knew him well because for several years he was one of our
summer boarders. He was a retired minister, tall, very erect,
what has been called “ a fine figure of a man.” He had snow
white sideburns, white mustache, and a fringe of fluffy
white hair around the large bald top of his head, his com
plexion had a delicate pinkness, like appleblossoms, and he
had a calm serenity of expression, and great dignity.

Prescription service? Turn

Also he had a delightful wife, white haired, cultured
and gracious. Theirs had been a marriage late in life, after
his years of widowerhood. In early years Mrs. Kelsey, as
Miss Martha Horne, had been a milliner to the most elite
trade of Worcester, Mass. So, although he was retired, the
people of Northwood had persuaded him to accept the pas
torate of the white church that stood beside the path to
the Island.

right and go straight to
When the time came for the speech everyone was
there to listen. Of course he was to speak on the great news
topic of the day: the war between Russia and Japan, and
the peace conference then in session at Portsmouth.

H E ALE Y’ S P H A R M A C Y
ARTHUR

^ —
Phone
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J. H E A L E Y , R E G . P H A R M .

"SERVICE FOR THE SIC K 11

Po s t O

f f ic e

,

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

As he talked the crowd sat in hushed silence, for
he spoke with knowledge of lands that seemed vaguely far
away to most people at that time. Especially marvelous, he
could pronounce correctly and with ease the names of all the
Russian generals — names that in that war were a foreign
language indeed in New England newsprint. That was in
1905 — no airplanes, no radio, no television, and Korea,
possession for which the Russians and Japanese were con
tending, seemed almost as far away as the moon!
THE SHORELINER

Ipswich 17th Century Day

T H I S OLD COACH was once a part of the regular passenger service along the shoreline. At one time the stage made more stops per day
in Ipswich than the railroad does today. The coachman is Robert Sheppard and the outriders are Rollin and Teddie Johnson.

Historic, elm-shaded Ipswich can proudly boast
that along its greens and twisting lanes are found some of
America’s earliest houses.
This year on Saturday, August ninth, the towns
people, many of them direct descendants of the first set
tlers, will band together to celebrate Ipswich Seventeenth
Century Day, and to open a goodly portion of these homes
to the public. The event is jointly sponsored by the Ipswich
Garden Club and the Ipswich Historical Society, and the
entire proceeds will be devoted to preserving and maintain
ing the town’s many historic features.
The biennial celebration of Seventeenth Century
Day, which began in 1948, is, in a sense, a measure of selfdefense. Many of Ipswich’s priceless treasures are part of
the town no longer. They have been removed from gallant
old houses falling sadly into decay, and are now among the
prides of the Concord Antiquarian Society, New York’s
Metropolitan Museum, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
and Winterthur, the fabulous collection of Mr. Henry
Francis Dupont. Old Ipswich panelling even appears — if
a bit uneasily — in the company dining room of a major
advertising agency in the bustling, twentieth-century heart
of New York City.
Thanks to the pride and industry of Ipswich citizen
ry, this trend is now being reversed. Through such means
as the celebration of Seventeenth Century Day, funds are
built up which make it possible to preserve the heritage of
an age gone by, and to keep intact a picture of the way our
forefathers lived in the new land they chose to settle.
All Ipswich contributes to the observance of Seven
teenth Century Day. Among those spending long hours in
AUGUST,
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laying the overall plans for the event are Daniel Bremner
Lunt, present president of the Ipswich Historical Society,
and Mrs. R. Elbert Titcomb, president of the Ipswich Gar
den Club and daughter of the late Rev. T. F. Waters who
was historian of Ipswich and founder of the Ipswich His
torical Society. Dr. Daniel Norman is in charge of the arts
and crafts exhibits. Other civic clubs and organizations
work on plans and arrangements. Girl and Boy Scouts are
assigned missions. Worthy citizens forswear the cool com
forts of modern clothing and wrap themselves in yards of
authentic, but uncomfortable, colonial attire to lend color
and charm to the festivities.
Young and old, large and small, the people of Ip
swich staff the houses, demonstrate the skills and crafts of
a bygone era, set up displays of old silver and glass, sell
Gibraltar candy, and even make spoons from authentic an
tique molds. Two years ago the demand for these spoons
was so large that the final order was not filled until the
following Christmas.
This year the plans for the celebration are more am
bitious than ever. At the present stage of planning, they
call for the opening of at least twelve houses and for such
exhibitions as bell-ringing, weaving, spinning, square danc
ing on the green, and pottery making.
One of the more unusual displays will be the famous
collection of dolls and toys to be seen at the house of Mrs.
Bentley Warren on Essex Road. Shown this year at the Na
tional Antique Exhibit in Washington, where it enjoyed the
uncolonial benefits of television, this collection was an ex
traordinary success. Among the more unusual items are the
first two tricycles built in America and a tableau of dolls
17

T H E OLD C H O A T E BRIDGE is one of the town’s most unusual historical features. As strong now as the day it was constructed, it is
the oldest stone arch bridge in North America.

which is an exact replica of the wedding of Edward VII to
Alexandra. Originally this doll set was one of several which
were given by the royal family to the members of the wed
ding party as a memento of the event. The cloth for the
costumes was cut from that of the gowns and suits of the
actual wedding party.
The houses to be open will include, of course, the
Whipple House, whose friendly diamond-shaped window
panes still gaze out on the elm-shaded village green. Men
tioned in the Ipswich chronicles of 1638, it must be reck
oned as one of the most important old houses in this coun
try.
Another important house, The Old Ross Tavern, will
be opened this year for the first time since its reconstruc
tion in Ipswich. Far more elaborate than the traditional
salt-box houses, its gables, sharp pitch of roof and molded
girts hark back in feeling to the glory of England’s Eliza
bethan days.
Fallen into extreme decay, it was being torn down
to supply lumber to repair a nearby bank building when
finally rescued several years ago by Daniel Stone Wendel of
Ipswich. Mr. Wendel dismantled it with meticulous care,
measuring the timbers and noting what their scars revealed
of earlier construction. He devoted himself for years to the
study of similar buildings in Essex County and in England
and poured over every bit of printed matter that might help
him.
Following these indications, he has rebuilt the house
on a windy hill overlooking miles of marsh, river, and bay.

"The Starliner"

BOTH Y O U N G AN D OLD dress up in picturesque costumes for the
big day. Miss Rebecca Herndon stands in doorway of Baker House.

STUDEBAKER' S NEWEST STYLE FOR
See

the

exciting

'52!
new

line

of

STUDEBAKER
CARS
AT

COLCORD S Garage
EXETER,

N. H.

B. FRANKLIN PEEK
P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.
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ABOVE —
C A N D Y made from the old-time
recipes will be made on Seven
teenth Century Day and sold or
prepared to order for visitors.
These young salespeople, from
out of the past, find many will
ing buyers for their wares.

critical scrutiny of her friends.
G e n u in e O r a n g e B lossom
rings are b eyo n d question in
fine q u a l i t y a n d b e a u t i f u l
s tylin g.
Convenient Terms

CERTIFIED GEM010GIST
REGISTERED JEWELER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
PORTSMOUTH. N H.

LEFT —
W I T H F R IL L S and
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Charles Lunt pre
sents a dashing fig
ure designed to melt
the heart of any
Colonial maid.
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GcMtCUf. 9 m fL o rti
The unusual

Gifts
CHINESE ART
OUR
SPECIALTY!

Kcuf. Gg& gha
23 Market Street
IPSWICH
Phone 760

VALHU KENNELS

POODLES
Puppies Available
Champion Bred
Boarding Clipping
Atlantic Avenue
North Hampton, N. H.
Tel. Rye Beach 226
A K C REG.

T H E IN T E R IO R S of many of the historic houses are well worth the notice of the art lover. One may

see here the colonial ladder-backed chairs and the portrait by an unknown limner. These young people
are Iris Winthrop, Rollin Johnson, John Hodgkins (who doesn’t think much of the whole business),
Ann Winthrop, and Katharine Bradford — all des cendents of the first settlers of Ipswich.

He has supervised the reconstruction himself, utilizing
workmen who still preserve the old Yankee know-how. The
result is not only beautiful in itself, but also an absorbing
study for architectural historians, since its Elizabethan
forms were archaic even in the Restoration period during
which the house was built.

margcJ

RESTAURANT andIN N
Enjoy the leisurely, luxurious dining . . . the quiet
cocktails that can be yours in an atmosphere both
intimate and cordial. It’s the same courteous service
and excellent appointments familiar to all who know
the Marguery in both New York and Paris.

Buffet

Luncheons

-

Cocktails

-

Dinners

Open Daily - Noon ’til Midnight
Guests Accommodated

Route 1-A Ipswich, Mass.
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Gardens Open to the Public

•

Tel. Ipswich 1083

As the Ross Tavern, it was famous in the early nine
teenth century, when the stagecoach made more stops
daily in Ipswich than the Boston and Maine does today.
When, in 1821, Captain Tristram Brown made application
to sell “ Spirituous Liquors” there, he had to take nothing
short of a loyalty oath; even today, the Legislature does not
require a bar-keep to swear that he will “ bear true faith and
allegiance to the Commonwealth” and to the utmost of his
power “ defend the Constitution and Government thereof
against traitorous conspiracies and all hostile and violent
attempts whatsoever.” All this to sell flip and brandy and
rum in the Ross Tavern!
At the foot of Strawberry Hill, across the marsh
from the Wendels’ house, stands the home built in 1660 for
Robert Paine, Jr., who was a classmate of Increase Mather’s
at Harvard and later became foreman of the Grand Jury in
the Salem Witchcraft trials. In its garden setting, lovingly
restored by its owners, the Robert G. Dodges, it belies its
age by its charm and brightness.
Another first for the 1952 Ipswich Seventeenth Cen
tury Day is the Sidney Towles’ house, built on Turkey Shore
Road when there were really turkeys there. It, too, was once
a famous inn, and old tavern hospitality still lingers in its
many entrances and staircases and the seven fireplaces. The
color scheme is unusually harmonious, and its town garden,
walled from the street by the house and a long parade of
small outbuildings, is one of its most engaging features.
Also never before opened to the public is Appleton
THE SHORELINER

Figurines
Charming, graceful white
figurines to decorate for
gifts or for your own home.
A great variety of pieces
from which to choose.
Prices start at only 10c

H O IT T

<a
AMONG T H E

W ENTW ORTH

A N C I E N T C R A F TS which will he shown to visitors will be weaving. Miss Sadie Mae

Morse of Marblehead, at work here on her loom, seems to have absorbed completely the spirit of the
past.

Central Ave.

Dover, N. H.

IPSWICH ELECTRIC SHOP iwc
Sales and service headquarters for:
* Frigidaire refrigerators
*

Maytag, Easy and Thor washers
*

Spartan television
* Westinghouse appliances

Specialists in home and industrial wiring
26 Central Street

Tel. Ipswich 1050

Public Course
$1.25 Holidays and Weekends
$1.00 Weekdays
CLUBS TO R E N T

—

L U N C H BAR

ROCKINGHAM GOLF COURSE
Route 108

Newmarket, N. H.
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KN O W YOUR CLEANER BETTER

1

MR. E D W IN M. G E R O U L D of Swampscott, Massachusetts, here pours

a spoon into a four hundred year old mould to the delight of a
fascinated onlooker. The profits from the sale of these spoons and
the other articles available will be used for the upkeep and restora
tion of the town’s old houses.
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cannot be sold cheaply. . .

H 295 State Street
Tel. 2943
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In Swimwear
the news is

JANTZEN
for
• Style
• Quality
• Value
Look your best on the
beach in the best in swim
suits — Jantzen. We have
many flattering styles in
your favorite colors.

AMONG T H E H IS T O R IC HO USES which will be opened to the public

on August 9th is the Goodale House, set well back from Argilla Road
by a vast apple orchard. Built in 1668 by Robert L. Goodale, it is
renowned for its great fireplace, the largest in Ipswich.

Popular price range
to fit your budget.

75 S T A T E

NEWBURYPORT,

ST.

MASSACHUSETTS

T H E L IT T L E C O U N T R Y S T O R E , Inc.
<Antiques - P , y Go ods - Plotions
N orthwood

N. H .

Phone

too

Best Assortment of
famous W m . Anderson
Fabrics
in the N e w England States
Prints, Plain Colored Ra
tine, Woven Leno Check
Tissue Organdy, Fruit of
the Loom Percales.

Imported Fine Ginghams,
Imported Linens, Glazed
Chambrays,
Silhouetted

write for free samples!

Plumbing and Heating
DELCO AUTOMATIC HEAT

FRED L. W O O D CO.
65 BOW ST.

TEL. 156

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

“ The Plumber Protects The Health Of The Nation”

Farms, which has been in the same family since the land
was granted in 1638. More than three centuries of owner
ship in one direct line is surely a record unique in this coun
try! Not only the house, but the beautiful rich fields with
their prize winning cattle — for it is still a working farm —
attract the visitor.
The Langdon Warners’ house, built in Newburyport
in 1695 of timbers cut on the lot, and moved here to save it
from destruction, is one of the most elaborate and beautiful
to be seen on this day. Its staircase is Jacobean in feeling,
and there are two enormous fireplaces. The furniture
ranges from French to Far Eastern, the latter the result of
Professor Warner’s deep knowledge of Oriental art, on
which he is one of the leading experts in the nation.
Across the marsh is still another seventeenth century
house, belonging to Dr. Robert L. Goodale, and built in 1668
by a namesake. It has the largest fireplace in Ipswich, and
ornate bedroom panelling unique in early New England.
Much of its furniture is contemporary, and it has an es
pecially charming tiny herb garden.
On Candlewood Road are two exceptional homes be
longing to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rice and Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam F. Hayes. These once formed part of a small commun
ity, prosperous, intermarrying and self-sustaining, which
lived in this location for generations. It is very pleasant to
imagine the life that was lived here for 150 years. Most of
the men had a trade; they were carpenters, glaziers, black
smiths, cordwainers, weavers, and tailors. Though they cul
tivated only a few acres, they grew all their own food,
even barley for their beer. They made their clothes from
home-grown wool and flax. Woodlots and the great peat
meadow nearby supplied fuel. Pitchpine strips, from which
the road got its name, provided light. Beautifully kept up,
and restored with taste and imagination, they are idyllic
examples of colonial architecture.
Several other homes are to be on view — the F. V.

THE
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Boar’s Head

Tel. 2142

Hampton Beach, N. H.

LOBSTER — STEAK — SHORE DINNERS
Fountain Service
Open April to November
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8 AM to 1:30 AM through Summer

L IG H T H O U S E

G R IL L

“Surfcasters Haven”
Plum Island Point — Opposite Lighthouse
Good Food, Good Service — Steaks, Chops, Seafood, Sandwiches
PL UM IS L A N D and N E W B U R Y P O R T BASS T O U R N A M E N T
Information and Weighing Station
F L U F F and JOE M A R Q U E T T E
T E L . N E W B U R Y P O R T 1356-M1
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LEFT —
HO STESSES in authentic costume
will lend realism to the scene as
they show visitors through the
twelve famous Ipswich historical
houses which will be opened to
the public on Seventeenth Century
Day. Here Aurora Beaulieu sings,
accompanied by Helen Androskovitch at the antique piano.

R IG H T —
DR. D A N IE L NO RM A N, who has
spent many hours in helping to
prepare the arts and crafts dis
plays, is shown here attired as the
traditional Town Crier, inviting
one and all to join the festivities of
Seventeenth Century Day.

LEFT —
MR. JOHN S H U R C L I F F matching
a portion of the mouldings from
one of the old houses with the
moulding plane which made it.
These planes, along with many
other forgotten and unusual tools,
will be on display on Saturday,
August 9th.

R IG H T —
MISS BARBARA O RVIS demon
strates the ancient art of pottery
making.

The smartest car on the road . . . The

America’s No. 1 buy . . . the car that makes
thrift a pleasure
See it at your Kaiser-Frazer Shoivrooms

Howe Motor Sales

Roberge Motors

Lafayette Road

Rogers Road Extension

Hampton, N. H.

Kittery, Maine
White sidewall tires extra if and when available
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S H IN G L E S , which we take so much for granted as a part of our

modern push-button production, were once made thus — singly
and by hand from the uncut logs. Mr. Austin M. Banks of Beverly
plies that forgotten trade.
S A T IN A N D LACE — This lovely gown, worn here by Mrs. Dorothy
Lockwood of Boston, was made long before the day of the sewing
machine.

Beachwear
Sportswear
or
Dress
Whatever the occasion
may be . . .

A cocktail

party — a day at the
beach — that important
date — or a morning
shopping trip . . . You’ll
find the most flattering
attire at Davenport’s.

D A V E N P O R T ’S
YORK HARBOR -----MAINE
24
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Archer’s dark yet sunny house, with its terrace and over
hang, standing under great maples; the sharp-roofed Reg
inald Foster house; and the Emerson house, built by the
first American ancestor of the Concord philosopher. These
last two are loaned through courtesy of the Society for the
Preservation of New England Antiquities, which has done
much important and tragically needed work.
For those who like early American glass, there are
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. Ellis Hodgkins, Jr., two
collections, representing more than 5000 patterns in salts
and goblets. The goblets range from a giant saw-tooth mon
strosity (one of the first attempts at pressed glass in
America) to the tea-premium glasses of the 90’s. In addi
tion, there are numerous incidental pieces, compotes, cov
ered sugar bowls, spill-holders, and cup-plates, as well as
a most interesting collection of china, including a large
amount of Flowing Blue.
For those who just like to wander about an old town,
there is plenty to be seen, too. Richard Pratt, architectural
editor of the LADIES HOME JOURNAL, in his best-sell
ing TREASURY OF AMERICAN HOMES, describes Ip
swich as a town which will “ give you the best idea it is pos
sible to get of the beauty that was built into these first
American homes . . . In them was born a method and man
ner of building which is still going strong, from here to
every corner, coast to coast.”
Beside the houses, visitors can view the Choate
bridge, oldest stone arch bridge in North America, which
once was decorated with a triumphal arch to welcome La
fayette; and the North Church, one of the finest and earli
est examples of wooden Gothic. Its weathercock has
gleamed over Ipswich for more than 200 years, and on the
ledge in front of it people can still point out to you the
footprint the devil made when a revivalist minister so put
the fear of God in him that he jumped from the steeple.
Such are the distinguished heritage and possessions
which Ipswich will feature this month on its unusual Sev
enteenth Century Day.
THE SHORELINER

S u m m e r o u e n ti
CHURCH SERVICES
For those who may be traveling over unfamiliar ground when summer’s
pleasant Sundays roll around, SHORELINER presents a list of those Shoreline
churches which are open only in the summertime for the convenience of visitors
to our statg and touring natives alike.

Beat the

Protestant
Amesbury, Mass.
Rocky Hill Meeting House August 3, 3
Featured speaker: Mr. William II. Stringer, Assistant to the
Christian Science Monitor. Topic: “ The Need of Spiritual
in World Affairs.” Music by Mrs. Marion Fisher Robinson,
First Church of Christ Scientist, Cambridge.

P. M.
Editor of the
Understanding
soloist at the

Hampton Falls, N. H.
Ice House Chapel

( “ The Little Gate To The
City of Gladness” )

Open for visitors at all
times. Aug. 3, 8 A. M.

North Danville, N. H.

Meeting House

Open one Sunday each
summer.

North Hampton, N. H.

Little River Church

Last

Rye Beach, N. H.

St. Andrews By The Sea
(Episcopal)

Holy Communion 8 A. M.
Morning Prayer 11 A. M.

Hampton Beach, N. H.

St. Patrick

Northwood Lake, N. H.
Rye Beac-h, N. H.

St. Paul
St. Theresa

2

weeks

in

HEAT
w it h a
F ountain

August

TREAT

Roman Catholic
6, 7, 7:45, 8:30, 9:15, 10.
10:45, 11 :30 A. M.
8:30, 9:30, 10:30 A. M.
6:30, 8:30, 10, 11 A. M.

N on-denominational
Hampton Beach, N. H.

Community Church

Little Boar’s Head, N. H.

Union Chapel

Jarvis9 Restaurant

Services Sundays through
August
Every Sunday through Aug
ust 31

on

IN

THE

HEART

OF

PO RTSM O U TH ,

N.

H.

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
HISTORIC HOUSES IN THE SHORELINE AREA —
Open to the public (usually with a nominal admission
charge).
Massachusetts
GLOUCESTER
Beauport — Open afternoons and Saturday and Sunday, through September.
IPSWICH
Emerson Howard House (1648) — Open 2-6 P. M. daily except Friday, through
October
Lakeman Johnson House — Open Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 10 A. M. 5 P. M.
Preston Foster House (1610) — Open daily except Monday, June - October.
NEWBURYPORT
Short House (1732) — Open weekdays except Tuesday and Thursday, and by
appointment.
Tristram Coffin House (1651) — Open Monday Wednesday and Friday, 2-5 P. M.
through September 15.
‘‘ Open House” for several famous very old houses held some time during the
summer. Date has not yet been announced.

104 CONGRESS S T R E E T , P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.
Telephone Portsmouth 3795

Maine
KITTERY POINT
Lady Pepperrell House (1760) — Open weekdays 2-5 P. M.
SOUTH BERWICK
Hamilton House (1770) — Open Wednesday through Saturday, 11 A. M. - 5 P. M.
Sundays 2-5 P. M. through September 21.

SEE

The Good-Win Store

New Hampshire
DOVER
Dame Garrison House and Woodman Institute (afternoons)— Open all year.
PORTSMOUTH
Thomas Bailey Aldrich Memorial (1790) — Weekdays 10 A. M. - 5 P. M.
Jackson House (1664) — Earliest house in Portsmouth. Open weekdays 11 A. M. 5. P. M.
John Paul Jones House (1758) — Open weekdays 10 A. M. - 5 P. M.
Gov. John Langdon Memorial (1784) — Open Friday and Saturday, 2-5 P. M.
Moffatt-Ladd House (1763) — Open weekdays 10 A. M. - 5 P. M.
Warner House (1716) — Open weekdays 10 A. M. - 5 P. M.
Wentworth-Gardner House (1760) — Through September 15. Weekdays 10
A. M. - 5 P. M.

Continued on Page 28
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Known for the best in
linens, hosiery, handker
chiefs, corsets and under
wear.
Charles W. Goodwin
Proprietor
57 State St., Newburyport

GRANITE STATE
NURSERIES
FOR
Stepping Stones
Cedar Fence
VISIT OUR
ROADSIDE STAND
Fresh, Native
Fruits and Vegetables
Pure Vermont
Maple Syrup
E X E T E R - H A M P T O N RD.
E X E T E R , N E W H A M P S H IR E
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A m a n a Q u a Su.m m .eA e u e u ti.

The Hampton Playhouse
By Paul Estaver

To Americans on vacation there is an irresistible
charm about the summer theater. The pattern is familiar.
A group of young people brimming over with ideas, energy,
talent, hammers, saws, scythes — everything but money —

transform an old barn into a rustic facsimile of Broadway.
Some of the greatest talent in contemporary American
drama has had its first encouragement in the renovated
haymows and fish-piers along the Atlantic Seaboard, and
a number of quiet villages have suddenly found themselves
famed as summer centers of culture.
Such a theater is the Hampton Playhouse, on Winnacunnet road, now well into its fourth year. The marked suc
cess of this company, under the skilled management of
John A. Vari and Alfred H. Christie, has been due in part
to their conscious effort to bring the finest in Broadway
theater to the Shoreline area. In past seasons, for example,
Candida and The Glass Menagerie were played, and this
year such hits as The Rose Tattoo, Pygmalion, and Come
Back, Little Sheba are being presented.
Without question the Hampton Playhouse has been
a source of satisfaction to both the patrons and the com
pany. Speaking for the group, Elliot Seiden, public relations
director, says that they have found Hampton people to be
receptive and extraordinarily theater-minded. “ We have
been delighted to find such discriminating audiences —
people who have good taste in theater and demand the best.
It is our modest wish to give them what they demand.”

T H I S S T U R D Y BARN, refitted with stage, lights, and seats, has been

the locale for some of Broadway’s finest plays over the past four
seasons. Among the more unusual productions this year will be a
musical version of the 19th Century melodrama, The Drunkard, August
25-30.

The acting company itself is made up of New York
professionals. Their leading lady, Marie Donnet, who per
formed brilliantly last year as Blanche, in A Streetcar
Named Desire, and in the title role of Candida, will be fea
tured this year as Eliza Doolittle in Pygmalion and Lola in
Come Back, Little Sheba. Miss Donnet has been with the
Eve Le Galliene troupe for several of the past winter sea
sons.

A SCENE from the 1951 produc
tion of Dangerous Corner. Shown
are James Arenton, John Vari,
Emily Bell, Marie Donnet, Alex
Reed.
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Also playing as a leading lady will be Rowena Burack, who endeared herself to last year’s audiences by her
portrayal of Stella in A Streetcar Named Desire and as the
nurse in The Hasty Heart.

Be Ready For The
New Fall Term

Several other members of the group have returned
for their second year — Alex Reed, Albert Ackel, and Gene
Varrone; and, of course the expert directing for 1952, as in
the past, is done by Albert Christie and Edward Greer. In
keeping with the tradition of summer theaters, many of
the faces will also be new — young professionals whose tal
ents have yet to carry them to the top.

Qoncannon & Scripture
IS COMPLETELY STOCKED WITH

The managers of the Hampton Playhouse, John Vari
and Alfred Christie, have been friends since their under
graduate days at New York University where they both
were majors in drama. While they did graduate study in
speech and drama at Columbia University this association
continued. The intervening years have brought them added
experience in production and direction as well as in teach
ing drama.

SUPPLIES FOR THE STUDENTS

When they first took over the management of the
Hampton Playhouse during its second season, their aim was
to make it a thing of value to the community; the present
season sees a further effort in that direction. A series of
lectures, free, and open to the public, is being presented,
concerning Modern Trends in European and American
theater. The speakers are Mr. Christie and guest director
Edward Greer.
A glance at this company’s endeavors and those of
its sisters along the seaboard is a significant answer to the
sophisticated continentals who still insist that Americans
are cultured barbarians, interested only in commercial en
terprise.

•

School bags or brief cases

•

Pencil Boxes - Pens and Compasses. Zipper
loose leaf notebooks in all the popular sizes

•

Pen and Pencil Sets

•

Mechanical pencils - fountain pens or ball
point pens.

•

Rulers, erasers, pads and all the many
other things that will be needed by the
student throughout the year.

Concannon & Scripture
15 Daniel St.

Portsmouth,

N.

H.

Summer Events Continued On Next Page

Y.e

U cck e

and

iY e td e s l\ e w

i/lo t o r

The Finest in Shoreline Tourist Accommodations
19 Separate Units
*

All rooms cross ventilated

*

Television in all rooms

*

Wall to wall carpeting

*

Tile baths — tub and showers

Rates available on request

L A F A Y E T T E RO AD
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SEABROOK, NEW H A M P S H IR E

TELEPH O N E SEABROOK 8 1 8
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PUBLIC RECREATION AREAS

SUM M ER E V E N T S — Continued from Page 25
NEW HAMPSHIRE LEAGUE OF ARTS AND CRAFTS
Reuben’s Barn, Hampton, New Hampshire — Open weekdays 10 A. M. - 5:30
P. M. — July 1 - September 1.

Hampton Beach State Park, Hampton Beach, N. H.
Kingston Lake State Park, Kingston, N. H.
Rye Harbor State Park, Rye, N. H.
Wallis Sands Beach State Park, Rye, N. H.

SUMMER CONCERTS
Sports Events

CASTLE HILL CONCERTS
Samuel L. M. Barlow, Director, Crane Memorial Reservation, Richard T. Crane
Estate, Ipswich, Massachusetts. Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons except
August 1, 2 — both evenings. Tickets available at the gate. Dinner will be
served on the Great Terrace at Castle Hill before each evening performance, at
extra cost, and for those who wish to picnic on the grounds, a lobsterman
will be on hand.
August

1-2

Three Ballets
Jose Limon and his Company

August

8-9

Monteverdi: Fanfare from “ Orfeo”
Villa-Lobos: Choros No. 5
Pezel: Suite No. 4, from “ Hora Decima’ ’
Bach: Celebrated Chorales
Purcell: Funeral Music for the Queen
Ingolf Dahl: Music for Brasses
Gabrielli: Canzona per Sonare
The New York Brass Ensemble and soloist

August 15-16

Mozart: Serenata Notturna
Bach: Suite in B minor
W agner: Siegfried Idyl
Bartok: Romanian Dances
Remus Tzincoca, and small Orchestra

ABENAQUI CONCERT

FISHING
August 15-24 — Boon Island 1952 Rod & Reel Tuna Tournament. Contestants
invited. Visitors welcomed. Prizes. For information write: Box 36, Biddeford
Pool, Maine.
TENNIS
August 7 Men’ s Invitation Tournament, Wentworth Golf and Tennis Club, New
Castle, New Hampshire,

Special Events
Eliot, Maine — August 13, Open House Day.
Exeter, N. H. — 8 P. M. - Every Friday night - Band Concert in Square.
Ipswich, Mass. — Seventeenth Century Day, August 9.
Isles of Shoals — Boat trips - daily, June 21 - September 2. Portsmouth to Gosport,
Star Island.
Hampton, N. H. — Hampton Playhouse.
Kingston, N. H. — Square Dances every Saturday, 8 P. M. Kingston Town Hall.
August 9 — Lakeside Fair of the Congregational Church. Auction 10 A. M.
Chicken Barbecue 6:00 P. M. on the shore of Little Pond.

Brent Williams - Madeline Meredith. August 3, 8:30 P. M.
Ogunquit, Maine — Ogunquit Playhouse.

SUMMER STUDY CONFERENCES
CASTLE HILL ART CENTER
Harold F. Lindergreen, Director. Crane Memorial Reservation, Richard T. Crane
Estate, Ipswich, Massachusetts.
Classes, lectures and exhibitions for both day and resident students, through
September 1.

Portsmouth, N. H. — Colonial Dames Garden Party and Tea. August 13. 3-6 P. M.
Moffet-Ladd House. Special Exhibits. August 21-23 - Kiwanis Charity Auction.
Ocean Park, Maine — Twelfth State of Maine Writers’ Conference . . . Temple
Grove, Porter Hall, Jordan Hall; August 7 and 8. Any writer is welcome to
display published work. Mrs. Bhima Sturtevant, Chairman; Old Orchard
Beach, Maine.

The Perfect Example
o f DODGE DEPENDABILITY
This 1922 Dodge touring
is still running strong after
30 years of carefree service

that’s DODGE fo r you!
come i n ... see and drive the NEW 52 DODGE
The M ost Comfortable and Room y Car in its Price Class!

Ralph T . Wood Motors Inc.
1 4 5 F L E E T S T R E E T P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.
TELEPHONE PORTSMOUTH 4
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THE BEST LOVED TREES OF AMERICA — By Robert
S. Lemmon. Doubleday & Co., Inc. 254 pp. $3.50.
One of the nation’s outstanding naturalists, and a
lecturer who has the reputation of being able to instill a real
enthusiasm in his audiences, Mr. Lemmon has collected be
tween covers a wealth of information on the subject of
trees. More, he has done it in such a way that even one who
picks up the volume for a casual “ run-through” soon finds
himself filled with a consuming interest. For Mr. Lem
mon’s facts, complete and thorough as they are, are never
dull.
In addition to its attention-getting word pictures,
the volume is bountifully illustrated with 293 photographs;
and in the photography, patience must have been a virtue.
For each tree shown is pictured summer and winter, so
that recognition may be made easier regardless of season.
The illustrations also include, the pertinent leaf, cone or
needles of each tree described, set against a background of
one inch squares.
A sample of Mr. Lemmon’s style might be his treat
ment of the Shagbark Hickory, “ one of the best-loved trees”
of America. He says, in part: “ In the horse-and-buggy era
the Shagbark was part and parcel of the farmlands, as in
tegral with rural living as the smell of new-plowed lands,
the heat of hayfields, the cows waiting at the barway to
ward the close of day. To the working of the soil it con
tributed tough, enduring hoe handles for the men and
whiffletrees for the farm wagons; to the indoor hours,
bushels of sweet-kerneled nuts and cords of perfect fire
wood, vital with heat and all but sparkless. In the smoke
house it was the prime fuel for the curing of meats. Its
broad, leathery leaves barred the sun from the spring
water in the harvesters’ drinking bucket. Every farm boy,
every squirrel, every sentinel crow in the white days of win
ter knew it as a friendly provider of good things and hon
ored it for their provision.
All this the Shagbark was in its earlier days, and
much of its honor still lingers in the back country despite
the inroads of the automotive age. I never see a rugged,
ragged old giant of the race dominating a hillside pasture
without its seeming a sort of monument to American traits
that must never pass.”
THE BEST LOVED TREES OF AMERICA is
highly recommended for all who like to acquire, in a pleas
ant yet authoritative manner, a friendly acquaintance with
a fascinating subject.

Modern

H o m e s ...........

C a ll fo r

KENTFloors

M. J. M U R P H Y & S O N S
DOVER

-

PORTSMOUTH

-

-

q—

MANCHESTER

-

N.

H.

It’s

our
vocation
to

make
your
visit

M A R S T O N ’S
SEA

FOOD - L U N C H E O N

a

- D IN N E R

pleasure

“At the Parker River Bridge”

Route 1A

Newbury, Mass.

LOW COST S U M M E R C O M F O R T FOR Y O U R H O M E OR O FF IC E !
W IT H

the N E W

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
CO O LS
D E H U M ID IF IE S
F IL T E R S O U T D U S T
AND PO LLEN
C IR C U L A T E S S W E E T .
F R E S H O U T S ID E A IR

£The ^Tonet ^B hatm acy
J. WALTER TONER, Reg. Pharmacist
343 STATE STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Telephone 910
DRUGS & SICK ROOM SUPPLIES
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Q U IC K L Y A N D E A S IL Y
IN S T A L L E D BY

SEYBOLT OIL SERVICE
I/S Vaughan St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Phone 120
29

X0 j W £ - S ^ f t / L '
CENTRAL HEATING

♦

Revolutionary new way to heat
your home economically

SEE IT HERE 1

Household
Appliance
Eliot Road
KITTERY, MAINE
Telephone 935

Roof

HEAVEN AND EARTH by Carlo Coccioli.
Prentice-Hall, New York City 318 pp.
$3.50.
This is the story of Don Ardito
Piccardi, a young Italian priest. Consumed
with a fervent love for Christ, he asks to be
relieved of his duties as a parish curate, and
is sent to a pitifully poor mountain town.
There, laboring among the poverty of his
people, he strikes fire in their hearts and
numbers among his converts the village
“ agnostic/’
Later he serves as a lecturer for a
group of young persons, and comes under
the spell of a beautiful young Contessina,
who later wrecks her life when he fails to
return her love.
Ever avid and unsatisfied in his
search for perfection, he sets himself the
task of trying to improve the lot of the poor
in Naples and in the end returns to the
mountain village of his earlier days. His
ultimate sacrifice of himself for a band of
young partisans whose ideology was repul
sive to him marks one of the high spots of
the book.
Signor Coccioli, who here makes his
first appearance in English translation, is
considered one of the rising young novelists
of Italy, and has already published five
other novels in French and Italian. He is
particularly well-acquainted with the par
tisan movement. Heaven and Earth, rich in
color and incident, resorts to the flashback,
the diary and the letter form of narration
to a considerable degree, with a consequent

lack of smoothness. But the personality and
magnetism of the central character, plus his
attempts to resolve the conflict within him
self, hold the attention and interest of the
reader throughout.
ONE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR’S PHI
LOSOPHY: ITS DEVELOPMENT by
Frank E. Spaulding, Ph.D., LL.D. Ex
position Press Inc., New York City.
352 pp. $5.00.
This is a heart-warming book; and
it gives one that “ good” feeling to realize, in
the reading of it, that it was written by a
citizen of New Hampshire.
Dr. Spaulding, who came into this
world in Dublin, N. H., in 1866, has had a
long and varied career in the field of educa
tion, culminating in his present post of
Professor of Education, Emeritus (he was
formerly Chairman of the Department of
Education), Graduate School, Yale Univer
sity. His pleasantly told story, rich in the
development of the philosophy he now holds,
begins on a remote New Hampshire farm,
where work was mixed with play; progresses
through his studies at Cushing and Law
rence Academies, and at Amherst College,
where he was graduated in 1889.
Later he studied economics, pedagogy
and philosophy at several of Europe’s lead
ing Universities, and his experiences as a
graduate student, who received his Ph. D.
degree magna cum laude from the Univer
sity of Leipzig in 1894 make up some of
the most fascinating pages of his story.

Repairs
POPULAR IN THE DEEP SOUTH...

it's a n a tu ra l
fo r the north!
Roofing materials now at the
lowest price in years
No

down
payment
required
up to 36 months to pay

Installation
labor

Time-tested dependability is yours

cost includes both
and material

Agents for
Ruberoid Roofing & Shingles

j^, ittleficld
LUMBER
21 Green St.

COMPANY
Portsmouth

Phone 165

30

Ventilation principles for
relief from summer heat, plus
protection from wintry blasts
for carefree dependable warmth
m akes this w i n d o w d o u b l y
practical for northern homes.

in WOOD WINDOWS

G ate C ity

St. A u g u s t i n e , F l o r i d a , o f f e r s c o n c l u s i v e

Preservative-Treated WOOD

p r o o f o f the long life o f w o o d w in d o w sash.

A W N IN G W IN D O W S

Built by Spanish settlers in 1599, the w ood

are precision rtade and chemically treated
for resistance to rot, fungi and termites
. . . for long lasting durability.

are beli ev ed to be a b o u t two centuries old.

The oldest house in the U ni te d States,

of

windows ins tal le d d u r i n g the British pe ri o d ,

E X E T E R LUM B ER COM PANY
E XET ER . N. H.

TEL. EXETER 551 1

F R E E D E L IV E R Y

Whether you plan to build or remodel, get the
story o f Awning Windows and a free estimate
without obligation.
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THE STOLEN SPRUCE by Kenneth Andler. Illustrations
by C. L. Hartman. Ariel Books; Pellegrini & Cudahy,
publishers. 168 pages; $2.50.

“T H E BLAZING

hearth seemed
to put Mr. McNabb in an ex
pansive mood,
for he told Tom
about his recent
surveying o n
the Gaspe Pen
insula, how he
lived in a leanto tent more
than a hundred
miles from a
railroad.”

Although this excellent adventure tale was written
expressly for older boys, it can be read with absorbed in
terest by persons of any age. Set in the wide expanse of the
Maine woods and written with a simple yet fast-moving
style, THE STOLEN SPRUCE offers woodcraft in action
as well as an exciting plot. The story deals with a farm boy
who loves his weather-beaten old home and is determined to
prove a legacy in order that his family may continue to live
there. The legacy concerns a disputed stand of timber which

an unscrupulous lumberman has claimed. Young Tom Welden, the story’s principal character, contends with the
threat of death as he and an old Scottish surveyor invade
the wild forest to determine the true boundary lines.
The illustrations are extremely well produced and
aid in giving that northern Maine flavor to the story’s
theme.
The author, a graduate of Dartmouth College and an
attorney in Newport, New Hampshire, drew the material
for his first book from personal experiences in New Eng
land’s more remote woodlands. An outdoor man, he lists his
hobbies as fishing, hiking, swimming and “ back roading’’
which he interprets as “touring the innumerable back coun
try roads just to see where or if they are coming out.”
ANITA COLBY’S BEAUTY BOOK, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
N. Y. C. Illustrations by the author. 258 pp. Price $4.95.
According to Anita Colby, famed motion picture
executive and one-time top cover girl, we are rapidly
approaching the season when a lady’s tan has lost its glow
and she “ looks a little like last week’s loaf of bread.” The
glamorous Miss Colby has an answer to this problem as well
as to almost every other that at one time or another con
fronts the distaff side. Her book, dotted with her own
clever sketches, covers every subject from diet and exercise
to a 4-week beauty and charm course. She tells how a girl
should select the clothes to best flatter her figure and
coloring, and, equally important, how to be economical at
the same time. Miss Colby insists that every girl can be
radiant and eye-catching if she follows the right pointers
and avoids any tendency to be careless. Miss Colby, with
the aid of charts, shows how makeup should be applied to
various face shapes and she even gives instruction on how
to put up one’s hair with bobby pins. Her charm course
takes in such frustrating problems as how to make fat
ankles seem slim as well as how to avoid back ache or
double chin.
Perhaps one of the most complete of its kind ever
written, Anita Colby’s Beauty Book should especially appeal
to every woman, be she housewife, career girl or grand
mother.

SPORTSMEN'S LODGE
Shore Dinners — Steaks — Chicken
Sandwiches and Food to Take Out
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BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO FRESH WATER LIFE by Dr.
Leon A. Hausman. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Inc., New
York. Price, $2.00. 128 pages.
This latest addition to the long series of nature
study books by Dr. Hausman, regular columnist for New
Hampshire Profiles, offers a handy reference work for the
nature lover, the fisherman, and for anyone with the re
motest interest in the fascinating forms of life found in the
fresh-water areas of North America.
Over 250 different forms of animal life found in
the swamps, pools, ponds, streams and lakes of the United
States and Canada are fully described, each categorized into
its proper scientific phylum in a manner easily understood
by the layman. The bountiful black and white illustrations
by the author serve to clarify the worded descriptions at
which Dr. Hausman is so adept.

M A R G E S O N ’S -

A typical example of the manner in which this em
inent naturalist is able to translate his difficult subjects
into everyday language is his treatment of the Silverfin, a
common denizen of Shoreline waters. He says in his de
scription, “ This fish, also called the satinfin, is a sort of
metallic leaden gray above and whitish below, with a satiny
sheen in the spring. It inhabits clear streams, and reaches
a length of from 4 to 4 and one-half inches. A very pretty
aquarium fish.” This description in combination with the
illustration provided make an easy-to-use guide for the be
wildered discoverer of a Silverfin in his favorite swimming
spot.
As is true of all of Dr. Hausman’s works, the Be
ginner’s Guide To Fresh Water Life makes an ideal compan
ion for summer wanderings in the wooded areas of our
region.

H E A D Q U A R T E R S F O R F IN E F U R N IT U R E F O R O V E R 5 0 Y E A R S

Design for Dining
D I N I N G •. . in or out of doors is a pleasure
with an attractive wrought iron dining grouping.
As smart for year-round use as for the terrace,
wrought iron is rust-proofed today and will last
for years. For all kinds of furniture for summer . .
Visit

MARGESON’S
64 VAUGHAN ST.
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Jsles o f Romance
By H. Addington Bruce

T H E ISLES OF SHO ALS BOAT, the Kiboko, ties up at her Star Island Pier after one of her daily runs from Portsmouth. The Shoals only
Hotel, scene of many conventions, looms in the background.

Ten miles at sea, sailing southeast, from Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, you come to the Isles of Shoals. They
look of little account — low-lying piles of grey and white
rock, silent and lonely, devoid of trees, almost devoid of
vegetation, sullenly surf-beaten.
Seldom are they visited nowadays, except by attend
ants aL the Unitarian and Congregational summer meet
ings on Star Island. On Star stands the one hotel the Isles
boast. On Appledore Island, just across from Star, there
are a few summer homes. These, with a coast guard station,
a lighthouse on White’s Island, some cabins on Smuttynose,
are about all the Isles of Shoals have in way of human
habitation.
Once, however, they did amount to a great deal. From
the time of the first settlement of New England up to the
American Revolution, the Isles of Shoals figured strikingly
in colonial annals.
Long before Plymouth was carved out of the coastal
wilderness, long before the first house was built in Boston,
the Isles were well and favorably known in many a
European seaport.
Fishermen from France, Holland, Portugal, and Spain
as well as from England, reaped a rich harvest from the
waters of the Isles before the sixteenth century’s end. As
early as 1614 Captain John Smith, of Virginia fame, visited
the Isles of Shoals and learned from exultant sailors:
“ So large and numerous are the fish in the waters
AUGUST,
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hereabouts, we can earn in a seven months’ voyage as much
as by a twenty months’ voyage elsewhere.”
Smith himself was so pleased with the Isles that he
gave them his own name, and for a short time they were
known as Smith’s Isles. But this name soon yielded to the
more fitting one of Isles of Shoals, by which they were
deeded by the Indians to John Wheelwright in 1620. Their
settlement had begun a year earlier, when two men named
Jeffrey and Burslem built homes on them.
Then the Isles grew rapidly in importance, so
rapidly that by 1634 the assessed valuation of the Shoals
Settlement was equal to that of Plymouth. Several things
helped their growth, not least their remotness from Indian
encampments. Fishing remained the chief industry. In the
single month of March, 1634, no fewer than seventeen fish
ing vessels from Europe arrived at the Shoals.
Here climactic conditions for curing fish were so
favorable that soon, it is on record, Shoals fishermen “ set
the standard prices of the world for dried fish, salted or
unsalted.” From the Shoals the fish, by the hundreds of
thousands pounds per year, went not only to France and
England but to Spanish and Portuguese ports, nor did the
ships carrying them return empty.
They brought back full cargoes of wine, tobacco,
sugar, and general merchandise for distribution to the
coast settlements from Nova Scotia to Martha’s Vineyard.
There is a quaint record of a visit to the Shoals by Thomas
Mayhew, the Vineyard magnate, when he bought in 1638
33

W H I T E IS LA N D L IG H T H O U S E , built in 1820, has long been a familiar landmark to shoreline sailors. The enclosed ramp leading from the

house to the light tower provides very necessary protection to the Coast Guard light keepers in rough weather.

eighty hogsheads of provisions for the Vineyard and 100
pounds worth of “ rugges and coats.”

llllllllllllilllllllllillllllBlll

No Home is Really Complete

With all this fishing and trading the population grew
rapidly. By 1650, 600 persons were residents of the tiny
isles. Most of these made their homes on Appledore and on
Smuttynose, so called from a black projection, or nose, on its
southeast side.
Both Appledore and Smuttynose then had meeting
houses. There was a courthouse on Smuttynose, on Apple
dore a bowling alley, and, on both, ale houses. Only a little
later, Smuttynose is credited with a seminary so good that
pupils were sent to it from the mainland.
Star Island, named because of its star-like outline,
remained comparatively unsettled until 1680, when, for
some forgotten reason, there was a migration from Apple
dore to Star. Thereafter Star, though much smaller than
Appledore or Smuttynose, assumed the headship of the
Isles. This headship was conceded to it when, in 1715, it
was created into a town with the name Gosport.

Without Good Paving!
A well-kept home with beautiful lawn
and shrubbery is incomplete without a
hard, smooth sidewalk and driveway. Let
the Badger-Rand Company take care of
those paving needs with their highly
trained personnel and modern equip
ment. Ask for a free estimate. Absolute
ly no obligation.
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Driveways
Tennis Courts
Sidewalks
Foundations
Playgrounds
Landscaping

BADGER - RAND

COMPANY

Building Movers

•

General Contractors

1 Cate St., Portsmouth

Tel. 1403

Now no one thinks of it as Gosport. Even framers of
those “ Give a million, we charge it up to advertising” radio
programs, seem never to have thought of it for a jackpot
question.
But in those bygone days, both to the mainland
colonists and to the mother country, Gosport soon became
one of the best known of American coastal towns.
For a long time — incredible as this may seem today
— it was the custom of English newspapers to report New
England happenings as coming to them in dispatches from
Gosport.
In 1745 a small fort was added to Gosport’s meeting
house and numerous homes, to protect it from French
cruisers. Fishing meanwhile remained the chief — and
almost the only — industry of Gosport and the Isles of
THE SHORELINER

LOO KING ACROSS M IRRO R L A K E on Star Island, one can view tiny
Gosport village, once the center of New World activity, and at the
same time get an idea of the rock terrain for which the Isles are
famous.
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of the 200 foot runway which is necessary to put the lifeboats into
the water, as there is no suitable landing place along the rock-bound
shore.
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Make your plans N O W
... for your vacation next year!

GOSPORT M E E T IN G HOUSE, whose walls are as sturdy as the faith
which built this little church on the storm swept Isles of Shoals.

Shoals. As the eighteenth century advanced another in
dustry began to rival the fishing — smuggling.
It was an easy matter for merchant vessels to beat
the customs by dropping goods at the Shoals. So common
a practice did this become that the authorities in Maine,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts forbade ships with any
kind of dutiable merchandise to call at the Isles of Shoals.

Let next year’s vacation
be the vacation that you’ll
always remember.
Regardless of where you may live . . . it’s sure fun
to get away from home for a few days now and then.
Some folks like to travel, others like to fish or swim
at one of the many vacation spots throughout the
country. Opinions as to where to go may vary . . . but
the problem of financing the vacation remains the same.
Don’t let another precious vacation slip by because
you are financially unprepared. Join our vacation club
today. By putting a small amount of money aside each
week, you can guarantee your family and yourself a
glorious vacation in ’53!
Applications for conservative mortgage loans invited.
MAIL ORDER DEPOSITS
BANK MONEY ORDERS
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

Portsmouth
Savings
Bank
Established 1823
Market Square
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Then Shoals population began to decline, partly as a
result of this, but still more because mainland life had
become increasingly attractive through growth in cultural
and industrial advantages. At that, there were many fish
ermen who clung stubbornly to the almost barren Isles. As
late as 1767 Gosport had 284 residents.
Finally came the American Revolution, and with it
an order from New Hampshire for a general exodus from
the Shoals.
“ You cannot stay there,” the people were told. “ You
must come to the mainland to be safe from capture by the
British.”
After the Revolution some Shoalers returned, so that
in 1800 there still were ninety residents of Star Island and
three families on Smuttynose. From 1800 on, however, the
Shoals went into a steady decline of population.
This lasted until 1848 when Henry B. Laighton,
father of the famous Shoals poetess, Celia Thaxter, de
veloped Appledore into a summer resort. So popular did
Appledore become that a hotel, the Oceanic, was opened
on Star.
The softness of the air and the abundance of sun
shine, combined to make the Shoals a highly popular va
cation place. Such it remained until Henry Ford decided
to put America on wheels.
Neither in size nor in surface are the Isles of Shoals
the touring motorist’s ideal. As touring became more and
more the vogue, the Isles again went further into decline.
Today summer brings to them only the Unitarian
and Congregational conferees, a few loyal cottagers, and
holiday trippers from Portsmouth.
For those attuned to the song of the waves, the call
of the wind to romance, and the call of their own hearts to
poetry, the Isles of Shoals still hold a succession of the
happy days so beautifully described in Celia Thaxter’s
inspired song:
“ Goodbye, sweet day, goodbye.
All thy rich gifts my grateful heart remembers,
The while I watch the sunset’s smouldering embers
Die in the west beneath the twilight grey.
Good-bye, sweet day.”
THE
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P H O T O CO N TEST
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WHILE C O O K IN G

It's E A S Y with the
EXETER

DOORW AY

The winner of this month’s $5.00 award in the
SHORELINER Photo Contest is Stanley Judkins of 6 Villa
Road, Larchmont, New York. Mr. Judkins, who has viewed
many of the most beautiful homes in the East in his
capacity of Real Estate Advertising Manager for the New
York Times, selected this Exeter scene as the subject of
his prize-winning picture.
The graceful gate-posts and inviting flagstone walk
which lead to the fan-lighted door present a familiar sight
to native Shoreline residents, and it is perhaps through the
eyes of visitors to this area that their intrinsic charm and
beauty are brought to the fore, in such photos as this.
This monthly contest, a regular SHORELINER
feature, is open to any amateur photographer. Black and
white prints should be sent to the Contest Editor, The
SHORELINER, Box 269, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Entries are judged on originality in choice of subject,
clarity and general photographic quality. All pictures be
come the property of the magazine, and none can be
returned, unless accompanied by a stamped, self addressed
envelope.
The house is old, the trees are bare,
And moonless bends the misty dome,
But what, on earth, is half so dear
So longed for as the hearth of home?
The mute bird sitting on the stone,
The dark moss dripping from the wall,
The garden-walk with weeds o’ergrown,
I love them — how I love them all.
— EMILY BRONTE.
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A t y b s t in g h o u s e

R O A S T E R -O V E N
Beat summer heat and still give your
family the healthful, hot meals they need.
Kitchens stay cooler because the Roaster-Oven
keeps the heat right where the cooking is done.
You can roast meat or fowl (up to a
32 lb. turkey), bake pies, cakes or bread, and
cook all kinds of complete meals for 8 to 10.

Cooks Everything!

Plugs in anywhere!

Complete with Automatic Signal
Light, "Look-in" Glass Lid, TimeTemp Shelf, 5-piece ovenware glass
dish set and lifting rack.

EASY BUDGET TERMS
$2.00 Down— As low as $.70 a week
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"Alles ist gut!"
By Dorothy Dean Holman

Among the younger set of North Hampton these
summer days is a boy with dark hair, brown eyes, and a
ready smile that belies the serious mien of his features.
His name is Gunter Schmidt, and if there is a trace of
accent in his boyish voice as he joins his playmates in a
ball game or a tramp through the woods, its easily ex
plained. Gunter and his parents, Eduard and Emma
Schmidt, came from war-torn Germany about a year ago
to start a new life here. Living in America had been a
family dream for more than twenty years, but each time
all was in readiness for the trip, their visa was cancelled
and they had to wait still longer. Finally, however, their
hopes were fulfilled, and with the aid of Mrs. Schmidt’s
sister, Mrs. Bertha Storm of North Hampton, they made
the long awaited trip.
Times were hard in Germany during the war, and
for several years after. Food was scarce and highly
priced, and black markets flourished. The mark had little
value, so housewives traded what they could spare of
household furnishings for much-needed food directly from
the farmer. Mrs. Schmidt recalls walking for two hours to
a farm to get a quart of milk, and of giving two bed sheets
in exchange; and again, of trading curtains for which she
had paid eighty marks for half a pound of butter. Mr.
Schmidt remembers working two days for twenty pounds
of unground rye grain.
When relatives living in America wrote glowingly
of life here, of plenty of work with good pay, and of
excellent living conditions, they decided it was the place
for them.
Since the boat left from Le Havre, they were obliged
to take a circuitous route through Belgium, Holland and
France to the port of embarkation. The trip was made
pleasant by visits along the way in the homes of Belgian
and Dutch people whose sons the Schmidts had befriended
and fed when they had been forced into labor in Hitler’s
war shops near the Schmidt home.
Gunter, their little son, was born into a troubled
world. Just before his expected arrival, his mother sur
reptitiously listened to her radio, and heard the Allies’
warning that Hamburg, where they lived, would be bombed
that night. The family took refuge in an air raid shelter,
and there little Gunter was born. After three days of
bombing, Hamburg was a city of ruins, the Schmidt home
falling with the rest.
Their home gone, they moved to a small suburb of
Hamburg, and there Gunter grew up and went to school.
In Germany, there are separate schools for girls and boys,
so it was surprising to him to see both together in the
North Hampton school which he attends.
Gunter is a normal, healthy boy of ten. His early hard
ships have left no mark on him, so lightly do cares set on
the shoulders of the young. He was as anxious to come to
the new country as were his parents, but with one drawback.
He had to leave his pet pigeons behind. At the time, this
come close to breaking his heart, but he found many things
in America to compensate for his loss.
All that first summer, Gunter took private lessons
in English, tutored by Mrs. Norman Leavitt of North
Hampton. By September he was ready to start school, and
entered the fifth grade at the new school house on Atlantic
Avenue. His teacher, Mrs. Raymond Clark of Hampton, is
high in her praise of him. “ He has done remarkably well
to adjust himself to his new surroundings, and is one of my
best pupils,” she says. “ He is very good in arithmetic, and
38

G U N T E R S C H M ID T , shown here in his native Germany, was a pigeon
fancier of no mean repute. The rubble in the background, caused by
Allied bombing raids, formed the major part of his scenery until his
family’s move to America last year.

reads better than some who have lived here all their lives.”
Though somewhat shy, he makes friends easily with
the other children, taking an active part in their games.
They cheer him wildly when he makes a hit in a game of
baseball, and one or two even run beside him, as though
to make sure he gets to first base.
“ Though his vocabulary is somewhat limited, his
English is almost without accent,” Mrs. Clark continues.
“ He is so eager to learn, and such an apt pupil, I wish I
could give him more individual attention. But with thirty
children in my two grades, it isn’t possible.”
Gunter has an inquiring mind and is always plying
his elders with questions about America, its language and
its customs. His Aunt Bertha, who has been here many
years, is glad to pass on her knowledge to him.
Since Naziism was preached from the German pulpits
while Gunter was growing up, he was not allowed to attend
church. Since his arrival in America, however, he is be
coming better acquainted with religion, and is a regular
attendant at the Congregational Sunday school in North
Hampton.
Gunter’s ambition is to some day play the accordion
like a master, but accordions are expensive, so that dream
will have to wait. Asked what he likes best about America,
THE SHORELINER

CRAFTSMAN
Pays you cash when you
need it most!
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ing care. This freedom from wor
ry is yours under one of several

he is prompt in his reply. Without hesitation he says, “ Ice
cream and bubble gum.”
Eduard Schmidt, Gunter’s father, is a lean, wiry
man of about fifty with dark hair like his son’s and brown
eyes that twinkle with happiness. “ We are so happy to be
here,” he says, “ that is all we can say.” His work in
Germany was that of pump maker, and shortly after his
arrival he procured a position in the Exeter brass foundry,
doing the sort of work most familiar to him. In speaking
of conditions in Germany today, he has this to say. “ Wages
are much the same as here, but prices of food and clothing
are so high, it takes all a man earns to feed his family, with
none left over for luxuries or entertainment.”
To meet Mama Schmidt is to love her. She is a
gentle, motherly person with prematurely greying hair
and blue eyes that have seen their share of trouble. It has
been said of her that she lived always with one foot in a
concentration camp. She too, had to learn English on her
arrival here, and does remarkably well, only occasionally
lapsing into her mother tongue. When Gunter first started
his lessons, he would often speak to her in English. “ I
thought he was fresh,” she says, laughing, “ because I did
not know what he was saying,” and added, “ because he is
sometimes naughty.” This makes him, in the consensus
of opinion, a normal boy. “ But we are so grateful to Mrs.
Leavitt and Mrs. Clark, for their kindness and patience in
teaching our son.”
Letters to the Schmidt’s married son, Gerhart, in
Germany, painted America in such bright colors that within
the year, he, his wife Elisabeth, and their two year old son,
Werner, left their home to join his parents here. Gerhart,
a practicing dentist in Germany, must have two more years
of schooling before being granted a license to practice in this
country. He will enter dental school when there is an open
ing, which will not be for another year. Meanwhile, he is
working in a photographer’s studio in Exeter, making his
living from what has always been his hobby.
The Schmidts are living temporarily on South Road
at the home of Hans and Bertha Storm, but hope to estab
lish homes of their own in the near future.
Truly, America has proved to be the land of promise
to them, and should you ask them what they think of their
new country, they would reply most enthusiastically in their
German-English mixture, “ It is Himmel! (Heaven).” And
young Gunter would no doubt add in his best English slang,
“ It’s swell!”
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in their
North Hampton home relax
by the television set, one of
the many luxuries unattain
able in the war-torn Germany
which they left behind.
THE
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By IRMA ADAMS WERNER
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Successful results depend largely on diet, but the age
and bodily condition of the bird when found will probably
determine the outcome.
Baby birds quite frequently fall, or are pushed from
the nest by aggressive members of the brood. Everyone
knows that an infant requires many hours of attention and
care. Birdlings are no exception; in fact, they are most
difficult to rear outside their natural environment. If the
nest can be found near by, the safest and best solution is
to place the young bird back in the nest. If that is impossible ,
place him on a tree branch. The parents will soon be aware
of his plight and will care for him. If however, the bird
has wandered far afield, and none of his species are in the
neighborhood, the little one may be raised successfully,
provided there is no severe injury, and the bird is old
enough to have a few feathers for warmth, and is able to
eat the food offered. Rearing these babies is a real task,
but a rewarding project. The average small bird consumes
its weight in food daily!
A general diet which will substitute for the natural
food supply of insect eating birds may be as follows:
Combine one part raw, chopped beef, two parts car
rots, one part shredded wheat, 3 parts bird seed. Moisten
this with the white of an egg, and put the mixture through
a food chopper. Egg biscuit softened with milk is also good.
Water should not be given to baby birds. Strawberries, blue
berries, cherries and grapes contain the natural water given
by the parent birds. Baby cereal mixed with hard-boiled egg
yolk and softened with egg white is good for young song
birds.
Dog-food furnishes a good source of protein for all
kinds of birds, Humming birds, orioles, and catbirds love
a syrup made with equal parts of honey or sugar and water.
When the young bird is old enough to eat for himself a
dish of water may be put into the cage.
A growing bird should be fed every fifteen minutes
during the daylight hours. At first it may be necessary to
force the feeding. This may be done by putting a bit of
food in tweezers or on a toothpick, gently placing the food
far back in the birds mouth. After a few such feedings, the
bird should be ready with open mouth when approached
Worms fed to baby robins should be broken into pieces,
never given whole.
When the birdling reaches maturity it is wise to
release it to join its kind as soon as possible. Otherwise,
it may forget the wild manner of living and find difficulty in
caring for itself. Releasing a bird in the morning when
others are about the yard will give it the long daylight
hours in which to become accustomed to the larger world
in which it will now live. All birds while caged should have
some sunshine, but do not expose them to noonday heat for
long periods at a time. While one cannot always save the life
of these birdlings, the experience creates an active interest
I in “ birds” as a hobby.
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A,Gray & Co,,

Wentworth By The Sea
The main dining room of the Wentworth (above) is
only a part of the refurbishing job done on this famous
and beloved old hotel by F. A. Gray & Co. A planned
new color scheme, and the addition of modern lighting
combine to accentuate the original gold leaf on the
cornices, only one of the many facets that here make
for gracious dining.
The apt and correct use of new color combinations, care
fully blended to harmonize with the overall color theme,
have created new life and zest in the lobby and ballroom.

R e d e c o r a t e s•

•

•

Why not resolve your own decorating problems? The
same careful planning and conscientious craftsmanship
apparent in the Wentworth is available also for homes,
churches, business and industrial establishments where
redecorating is called for.

*Famous

Ki/anize

Self Smoothing Paints Used Throughout

Interior decorators are unanimous in stating that
proper painting and papering can do so much to bright
en and enliven the interiors of most older buildings.
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Memories and Legends of . .

OLD CAPE NEDDICK
Part V
By Ralph Winn
After farming and shipping, the next occupation of
importance in Cape Neddick was fishing.
I have already described the Grand Bankers, but in
addition to them were the boat, or shore fishermen. They
fished from small boats, one or two men in each.
In the early days fish were plentiful even close to
shore, and only codfish were sought as they were abundant
everywhere and made the best dried fish. Haddock were
considered worthless until comparatively recent years, and
were usually thrown away when caught.
As the years passed and fish grew less plentiful, it
became necessary to go farther from shore. This caused the
evolution of boats, finally resulting in the Ogunquit dory
which I have described earlier in these pages.
In these boats the fishermen thought nothing of go
ing eight or ten miles to sea, fearing nothing but the Nor’westers, which can blow furiously directly off shore making
a terrifically sharp sea.
Boone Island, a small rock island of not more than
an acre at high tide, which lays about eight miles to sea
directly off the harbor, was sometimes used as a refuge.
This island bears a lighthouse, and if it could be reached
was sometimes used by a fishermen or two as a shelter when
they were caught by a sudden gale. They were sure of a
welcome by the families of the two keepers of the light.
However, it was very risky to land in a blow, so if possible
the fishermen beat it back to shore.
Of all the narrow escapes by fishermen of this vicin
ity perhaps the closest call came to Moses Perkins of Ogun
quit. He was within a mile or two of shore when struck by a
terrific Nor’west squall. As it had been a dead calm before
the squall he was rowing. Both oars were blown from his
hands and his rudder carried away, leaving him with part of
a broken oar with which to handle the boat. He managed to
get up a small triangle of sail, then steering with the broken
oar he set his course for Boone Island, his only hope — and
what a hope! With visibility almost zero and the island a
mere dot, perhaps a hundred yards in diameter, and ten
miles away, he must hit it — to go past was certain death.
Wet to the skin, with his oil skins frozen as stiff as
sheet iron, he crouched in the stern sheets and set his
course as nearly as he could judge for Boone Island. This
was about due south and as the wind was northwest it was
necessary to hold slightly on the wind. This brought the
chop on his starboard quarter. On the port quarter he must
hold the oar with both his numbed hands, using all his
strength. With the spray flying over him in sheets and al
most helpless with chill and cramped position, he managed
to spare one hand occasionally to throw out a few scoops of
water to keep the boat from swamping.
How he kept that boat afloat in the constantly in
creasing sea no one will ever know. What were his chances?
One in a hundred? One in a thousand? Who knows?
However, Maine fishermen have as many lives as a
cat, and Perkins hung grimly on. After a time, probably
an hour and a half, although he has told me that at
the time he had no idea of how long, the snow slackened
and there was the island itself only a few hundred yards
directly to leeward. He had found it.
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M A N Y OF T H E K E E P E R S of Boone Island Light, shown here,
figured prominently in the daring rescues described in this month’s
installment of Ralph Winn’s memoirs. Eight miles outside York
harbor, this tiny island often offered the only refuge to fishermen
and sailors caught by a sudden squall.

Now he must hit the landing place. This was a nar
row spot where the larger rocks had been blasted away to
make place for a boathouse with a wooden railway bolted
to the rocks and reaching to low water mark. It could be
used to launch or land a boat in smooth or only moderately
rough weather, so he must strike the shore to one side, be
tween the railway and the big rocks. To do this he must
keep off the wind slightly to port which would bring the
wind on the end of the boom, causing the sail to jibe which
would be fatal and surely capsize the boat.
He must ease the sheet. This was made fast with a
slip-knot to a ring directly in front of him. Sparing one
hand from the oar he jerked the free end. The knot came
loose and letting a few feet of the sheet, still through the
ring, slip through his numbed hands, and gripping the end
against the oar, he drove directly for the landing. All this
had taken but a few seconds, and while it may be Greek to a
landsman, it will be understood by any sailor.
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He went in on the crest of a wave ten feet high, cap
sizing the boat as it struck, and throwing Perkins above the
reach of the next wave. In his numbed and cramped posi
tion he was unable to get to his feet, but started to crawl
toward the keeper’s house. They, however, had seen some
thing from the boat blow by the house, and came to see what
had happened. He was taken to the house and made com
fortable for several days. As soon as the weather allowed,
his brother and some others came to the island with the
faint hope he might be there.
This same brother, many years later, was lost under
much the same conditions. Caught far off shore in a bitter
ly cold Nor’wester; his boat probably capsized, for he never
was heard of again.
Another fisherman’s epic happened on April 1, 1905.
Four dories, each containing two men, were caught nearly
ten miles off shore in a savage Nor’wester, and beat that
distance dead to windward without serious mishap. This
was some feat, and as long as any of those eight men lived,
the regular greeting for them on April first w as: “ Do you
remember where you was so many years ago today?”
This type of fishing is past and gone, as with the de
velopment of the drag net, ground fish have become scarce
and the fishermen have turned almost entirely to lobster
fishing, now using motor boats, and the Ogunquit dory is
extinct. But some of us oldsters remember them with a nos
talgic feeling and I would like to feel the tug of the tiller
rope, as close hauled in a stiff breeze, I watched the lee rail
slice the water.
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Open House In Eliot
Spread along the beautiful Piscataqua River for
about seven miles, the little town of Eliot in Maine is testi
monial to its past activities of farming, lumbering and
trading. It was here that early fishermen from the Isles
of Shoals, seeking fuel and timber, saw reason for drawing
settlers to this lush region. In 1624 Edward Hilton came,
built his little log cabin, and planted his corn near what is
today Lanier’s on River Road — once an Indian trail. Then
later Sir Fernando Gorges and Captain John Mason in 1632
gave land grants to other settlers who had come.
Today, many of Eliot’s homes trace their origin to
these grants. Although none of the original buildings exist,
many are replicas of those earlier models. Indeed, some are
said to have been built long before 1700.
These homes with their historical background have
inspired the members of Eliot Congregational Church to
hoid Open House Day on Wednesday, August 13, when the
public may visit nine of them from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m. Host
esses in Colonial costume will greet their guests, show them
around, and explain many interesting features of the homes.
The church itself, where tickets for the day’s visit
may be bought, is the fourth Congregational church in Eliot,
the first having been built in 1699. This was a simple log
structure and its first minister was the Reverend John
Rogers who served as pastor for nearly sixty years. He was
a member of a distinguished New England clerical family
and a direct descendant of the English John Rogers who
was martyred under Queen Mary for translating the Bible
into English.
The first home on the charted ramble is that of the
Albert E. Libbey’s on Old Road which was built in about
1700. It was “ a kind of grocery and liquor shop,” hence the
big door in the ell “ large enough for a hogshead of rum.”
Today it has a beautifully landscaped setting with gracious
gardens in the rear.
A few doors away is the “ Betsy Green Cottage,”
now the home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barbour. This home is
located on the original grant given John Green in 1648.
Betsy Kennard, daughter of Benjamin Kennard the tavern
keeper, married Stephen Green and went here to live. Steph
en “ was a good cobbler because he used copper in his repair
work.” His shop was in the cellar, while Betsy, upstairs, had
a penny shop, selling pins, needles, and other small house
hold articles.
A short distance beyond the turn of the road is Lan
ier’s, where once stood Everett’s Tavern. At this spot on
November 16, 1652, was signed the submission of Maine to
Massachusetts, and from here may be seen the island
Frank’s Fort where gunpowder was buried during the Rev
olutionary War. Descendants of the poet Sidney Lanier are
the present owners of the inn, which is a replica of the ori
ginal home on this site.
Returning toward the church, the visitor pauses at
the William Fogg Library to view Eliot’s proudest struc
ture. It was given by Dr. John S. H. Fogg of Boston to the
town of Eliot in memory of his father, William Fogg, the
genealogist, who lived in the house at the entrance to the
grounds. Within the Library one will learn much of his in
fluence and prestige hereabouts.
On the other side of the Library is Route 103 which
may be pursued after a buffet luncheon in the cool pine
grove adjoining the church vestry. Not far out is the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richardson which had been a Shapleigh home for 250 years. Built somewhere between 1655
and 1700 by Nicholas Shapleigh, it is interesting for its
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C O N V E R S IN G H E R E in the authentic Colonial dresses which they

will wear as hostesses during Eliot’s Open House Day are Mrs. Stanley
Norton and Mrs. Roger Haley. These ladies, with other parishioners
of the Eliot Congregational Church, serve on the committee which
is heading the arrangements.

fine pine panelling, original floor boards, and early window
glass, as well as its five fireplaces on a central chimney.
A few minutes beyond, where Routes 103 and 101
meet, one turns sharp right to the Noah Emery house, one
of the most interesting in Eliot. Born in 1699, admitted to
the bar in 1725, Noah Emery was the first attorney in
Maine and was the King’s official lawyer under Charles I.
His work was primarily settling boundary disputes, and in
a corner of the room may be seen his desk and his sander
where inked documents were scratchily penned with de
cisive finality. This is now the home of Miss Juliette Worster, a descendant.
Leaving here, one watches carefully for Ambush
Rock on the left side of the road covered by vines. This
marker records the massacre by Indians on Sunday, July 4,
1697 of Major Charles Frost, Phoebe Littlefield Heard and
Dennis Downing “ while returning by horseback from the
meeting house in the parish of Unity in the Precinct of Ber
wick where they had attended divine service.”
A few houses farther away is the early country farm
house said to have been moved “ from around the corner to
Ferguson’s Hill” which is now the remodelled residence of
Rear Admiral Herbert B. Knowles, U.S.N., Ret., and Mrs.
Knowles. It is of Revolutionary War vintage and became the
home long ago of “ Mrs. Wylie’s Kisses,” made in the kitchen
of the ell, wrapped by country girls from surrounding
farms, and shipped far and wide in wooden barrels. This
location is now known as Rosemary Hill.
Proceeding along the curving roads that border El
iot’s green hills, visitors are rewarded for their patience by
the beauty of the early Leighton house, now the summer
home of Philadelphia’s Hanscom family. According to old
records, General Lafayette was entertained in this home by
Captain Samuel Leighton who, for three years, served in
the Revolutionary War, and in 1776 led the York County
THE SHORELINER
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Paul Barbour’s home looks in on what was once the town’s cobbler
shop. Operated by Stephen Green, it also featured a “ penny shop”
where Mrs. Green sold pins and thread to the ladies of the" village.
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company to reinforce the Northern army at Lake Cham
plain. General Leighton, his son, was Eliot’s first repre
sentative to the General Court of Massachusetts from 1810
to 1813.
Finally after a trek over Beech Road connecting once
more with Route 103 is a small marker commemorating the
mechanical genius of Moses Farmer, who invented the
electric car, improved our telegraphic system, devised and
constructed a fire alarm system and perfected the modern
dynamo motor.
Continuing down Moses Farmer Road, which is also
Route 103, on our guests’ way out of town, the last house
on the tour is that of Rear Admiral Stanley Norton, U.S.N.,
Ret., and Mrs. Norton. This home is on land granted in
1629 to Major Hammond and presented in 1815 as a wed
ding gift to his great, great granddaughter, Sarah Ham
mond. The house itself was built in 1816.
Visitors to Eliot on August 13 are sure to leave the
town with pleasant memories — memories hinging on a
nostalgic glimpse into the Colonial past which recalls the
earliest days of the Shoreline’s settlement. The homes to be
on view, and the countryside of which they are an integral
part, are the same homes and the same land which inspired
the founders of America.
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A Shoreline Concert
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Cosmic Eye Television

REHEARSING for their concert later this month
are Brent Williams, noted tenor, and Miss Madeline
Meredith, his accompanist, of Hampton.

Shoreline residents will have the opportunity on
August 3 to hear one of the rising young operatic tenors
of the day. Brent Williams, who has sung with the New
York Oratorio Society, the Chicago Theater of the Air, and
more recently at the Berkshire’s famed Tanglewood Music
Festival, will give a concert on that evening at the Abenaqui
Golf Club in Rye, New Hampshire.
Accompanying Mr. Williams will be Madeline Mere
dith, a Newburyport native who now resides in Hampton.
Miss Meredith, a graduate of the New England Conserva
tory, has served as accompanist for such musical favorites
as Royal Dadmun, and is well known locally for her work
as organist at the Greenland Community Church and Union
Chapel at Little Boar’s Head.
Now teaching pianoforte in Hampton and Boston,
Miss Meredith has promised an enjoyably cultural evening
to all who attend the Abenaqui concert on August 3 at
8:30 P. M.
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